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Extended abstract  

 

Background and aim of the work 
 

The present work describes the design, development and application of innovative in vitro 

passive-heart platforms for the hemodynamic and biomechanical analysis of therapeutic 

approaches to cardiovascular pathologies. This work arises from two main collaborations: the 

first part of the work was carried out at FoRCardioLab, a laboratory co-founded by Politecnico 

di Milano, Universitá degli studi di Milano and the division of Cardiac Surgery in Luigi Sacco 

Hospital, in which surgeons and bioengineers cooperate to study new therapeutic approaches 

to cardiac pathologies. The work described in the second part of the thesis arises from the 

collaboration between Politecnico di Milano and the Cardiovascular Biomechanics Laboratory 

of the TU/e, Eindhoven (The Netherlands), where part of the research was performed under 

the supervision of Prof. van de Vosse and Prof. Rutten.  

The use of in vitro mock circulation loops for the study of the cardiovascular system 

and the test of prosthetic devices dates back to the 70’s [1,2] and finds its rationale in the 

possibility of performing tests in highly controllable experimental conditions and in a cost-

effective fashion, thus reducing the need for animal models. In order to represent realistic 

models, in vitro platforms must be able to replicate the conditions to which the device will be 

subjected in vivo. Being historically associated with the development of mechanical heart 

valves, the classical approach to the design of mock circulatory systems was purely 

hydrodynamic-based.  

In recent years, however, the need for realistic in vitro models has become more 

stringent due to the substantial changes of the clinical approaches towards reparative, 

minimally-invasive and transcatheter techniques [3–6]. For most of such applications, the 

interaction between implanted device or repaired structure and in vivo environment is not 

strictly limited to the hemodynamics, but involves anatomical and functional aspects that are 

crucial for the outcome of the procedure. Paravalvular leakage in transcatheter aortic valve 

implantation (TAVI) [7,8], complex aortic-mitral interactions following surgical or 

transcatheter procedures [9,10] and aortic valve insufficiency after continuous flow left 
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ventricular assist device (cf-LVAD) implantation [11,12] are only few examples of these 

important interplays.  

Hence, being able to take into account these aspects is nowadays a challenging, yet 

fundamental, requirement for any modern in vitro mock circulatory loop. Recently, 

researchers addressed this issue and tried to fill the morphological and anatomical gap with 

both ex vivo and animal models by developing mock loops in which excised aortic [13–15] or 

mitral [16,17] valves could be tested. These systems permit both the imaging of valvular 

structures with high-speed cameras and/or echographic techniques and the execution of 

surgical procedures on the biological samples. In this way, surgeons can operate in a very 

familiar environment, where they can simulate surgical procedures and directly analyse their 

hemodynamic effects.  

An interesting approach has been recently proposed by Richards et al. [18], who 

developed a dynamic passive-heart platform for the analysis of mitral valve repair techniques. 

The system was able to host an entire explanted heart and to provide the left ventricle with a 

cyclical flow rate thanks to a pulsatile pump connected to the apex. Given the very specific 

purpose for which the platform was designed, the hemodynamic conditions were far from 

being physiological. Nonetheless, the passive-heart approach represents a challenging and 

fascinating development of the excised valves platforms, towards a better replication of the in 

vivo anatomy and morphology. Indeed, the use of an entire heart allows a perfect preservation 

of the cardiac structures, still without involving all the complexities and ethical issues of the ex 

vivo and animal models. Furthermore, the use of entire hearts greatly widen the potential 

applications of an experimental apparatus by allowing, for example, the simulation of 

minimally invasive and multi-valvular surgical procedures.  

The aim of this study is to develop novel in vitro passive-heart platforms that can 

represent effective tools for research, device testing and training purposes and reduce the 

need for ex vivo and animal models. The present work describes the development of two 

passive-heart platforms, which adopted different methodologies for the generation of the 

cardiac output, and their use for TAVI and LVAD applications. Also, the design of a 4-chamber 

mock loop, conceived in order to work with both passive or ex vivo beating hearts, is 

described. To this purpose, the present thesis is structured as follows: 

 In the first part of the work, the development of an in vitro platform able to house an 

entire explanted porcine heart and subject it to pulsatile hemodynamic conditions, is 
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described. The system, similar to that proposed by Richards and colleagues [18], 

dynamically pressurizes the left ventricle by mean of a piston pump connected to the 

heart apex, and enables the hemodynamic analysis of simulated surgical procedures 

and the imaging of the valvular structures. The mock loop’s hydrodynamic design was 

based on an ad-hoc defined lumped-parameter model.  

 The evolution of the in vitro passive beating heart platform for TAVI applications was 

successively addressed. The development included both a feasibility study on a novel 

methodology to reproduce in vitro aortic valve stenosis, and the redesign of the setup 

layout and components in order to achieve an easy and cost-effective training 

platform. The proficiency of the system was assessed by performing transcatheter 

aortic valve and valve-in-valve implantations under multimodal imaging guidance in a 

catheterization lab. 

 The research that was carried out at the Cardiovascular Biomechanics Laboratory of 

the TU/e led to the development of another in vitro passive-heart mock loop. This 

setup adopted a complementary functioning principle as compared to the first one 

that was designed. Indeed, this left heart platform mimics the pulsatile pumping 

function of the heart through the external pressurization of the ventricles, thus trying 

to reproduce the in vivo dynamic ventricular behavior. The system was also used for a 

pilot study aimed at analyzing the aortic valve (AV) opening dynamics during 

continuous-flow left ventricular assist device (cf-LVAD) support. 

 The final part of the work describes the redesign of an existing model-controlled  four-

chamber mock loop, that could be used with both passive and beating heart models. 

An anatomical study was conducted in order to characterize the orientation of the 

main heart vessels, and to design a standard manifold for their connection to the 

hydraulic circuit. Preliminary assessments are being performed using passive hearts. 
 

In the last Chapter, a general discussion of the PhD dissertation and the conclusive remarks 

are presented. 
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3. In vitro hemodynamics and valve imaging in passive beating 

hearts 
 

In this Chapter, the development of a mock apparatus able to house an entire explanted 

porcine heart and subject it to pulsatile fluid-dynamic conditions is presented, in order to 

enable the hemodynamic analysis of simulated surgical procedures and the imaging of the 

valvular structures. The mock loop’s hydrodynamic design was based on an ad-hoc defined 

lumped-parameter model.  

The left ventricle of an entire swine heart was dynamically pressurized by an external 

computer-controlled pulse duplicator. The ascending aorta was connected to a hydraulic 

circuit, which simulated the input impedance of the systemic circulation; a reservoir passively 

filled the left atrium. Accesses for endoscopic imaging were located in the apex of the left 

ventricle and in the aortic root. The experimental pressure and flow tracings (Figure 1) were 

comparable with the typical in vivo curves; a mean flow of 3.5±0.1 lpm and a mean arterial 

pressure of 101±2 mmHg was obtained. High-quality echographic and endoscopic video 

recordings demonstrated the excellent potential of the developed system in the observation of 

the cardiac structures dynamics.  

The proposed mock loop represents a suitable in vitro system for the testing of 

minimally invasive cardiovascular devices and surgical procedures for heart valve repair. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1. Left: schematic of the mock loop. Pulse duplicator (PD), systemic impedance simulator (SIS), preload 

reservoir (PR), apical connector (APC), atrial connector (ATC), double cone system (DCS), endoscopic accesses (EA). 

Right: Measured pressure (top) and flow rate (bottom) in the mock loop. 
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4. Evolution of the passive beating heart platform for TAVI 

applications 
 

In this Chapter, the evolution towards TAVI applications of the passive beating heart platform 

is presented. Our goal was to develop a platform capable of simulating the typical 

environment physicians are working with when performing TAVI, in order to provide them 

with a multi-functional tool that could be used for training, research and educational 

purposes. The key requirements for our design were the possibility of performing multimodal 

imaging, the simulation of the anatomo-morphological environment and the achievement of 

physiologic hemodynamic conditions in a simple, reliable and cost-effective system.  

In order to achieve these goals, the passive beating heart setup was optimized with 

improved TAVI-specific design solutions. Moreover, a methodology to simulate in vitro aortic 

valve stenosis by glueing human aortic calcified leaflets to the healthy porcine aortic cusps, 

was developed. The experimental assessments proved the reliability of the proposed 

methodology, which allowed clear visualization of the stenotic valve during fluoroscopy and 

induced mild to severe degrees of aortic stenosis. The passive beating heart platform, with the 

model of aortic stenosis, was profitably used to perform several TAVI procedures under 

fluoroscopic guidance and simultaneous intracardiac visualization in a catheterization lab 

(Figure 2). 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Left: Pictures of the platform in the cath lab (top) and the in vitro model of aortic valve stenosis (bottom). 

Right: Snapshots of the valve-in-valve procedure that was performed, obtained with intracardiac endoscopy [19]. 
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5. A novel passive left heart platform for device testing and research 
 

In this Chapter, the development of a novel in vitro left heart platform capable of simulating 

the pulsatile pumping function of the heart through the external cyclic pressurization of the 

ventricular walls is described. The system (Figure 3, left) is composed by a fluid-filled 

chamber, in which the ventricles of the heart are housed and sealed by means of a rapid-

prototyped vacuum seal, which excludes the atria from any external load. The fluid-filled 

chamber is connected to a piston pump, whose cyclic action drives the motion of the 

ventricular walls. The aorta is connected to a mock circulatory system simulating the human 

systemic impedance, and the left atrium is fed by an adjustable preload.  
 

 

FIGURE 3. Left: mock loop photograph (top) and schematic (bottom). Piston pump (PP), fluid-filled chamber (FFC), 

vacuum seal (VS), vacuum pump (VP), afterload module (AL), reservoir (R), centrifugal pump (CP), preload module 

(PL), starling resistor (SR). Right: snapshots of the aortic valve at maximum opening recorded with the high speed 

camera for all the tested conditions (top). Mean aortic valve pressure load (mmHg) and duty cycle (%) for all the 

tested condition: physiologic systemic conditions (Physio), heart failure (HF), and different pump speeds (bottom). 
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The platform was capable of reproducing physiologic hemodynamic conditions, i.e. aortic 

pressures of 120/80 mmHg with 4.5 lpm of cardiac output, and allowed for endoscopic 

imaging of the cardiac structures. The potential of the system for device-testing and 

visualization studies was also assessed, with a continuous flow LVAD connected to the heart, 

so to investigate the effects induced on the aortic valve function by different levels of support. 

Results were in line with clinical observations and previous studies, showing an increased 

load on the valve for increasing pump speeds, as well as a reduced valve duty cycle (Figure 3, 

right). High-speed video recordings of the aortic valve also allowed the visualization of the 

transition between a fully opening valve and a permanently closed configuration, which only 

happened within a very narrow pump speed range. In conclusion, the system showed to be an 

effective tool for the hemodynamic assessment of devices, the simulation of surgical or 

transcatheter procedures and for visualization studies. 
 

 

 

6. Towards the development of four-chamber passive and beating 

heart platforms 
 

This Chapter describes the redesign of an existing 4-chamber purely hydraulic model-

controlled mock circulatory loop, that was developed at the Cardiovascular Biomechanics 

Laboratory of the TU/e and features a complete 4-chamber circulation, whose actuation is 

controlled by a heart contraction model and a heart rate control model. Our challenging goal 

was to redesign the system in order to make it capable of working in a 4-chamber mode with 

entire heart structures, being either passive hearts actuated by model-controlled pumps, or 

isolated beating hearts. 

The first design step consisted in the characterization of the spatial orientation of the 

main afferent and efferent heart vessels, so to design a standard connection with the afterload 

circuit. These measures were used as inputs to redesign the afterload circuit accordingly to 

the heart layout, taking into account also the requirements related to the performance of 

isolated beating heart experiments, e.g. different working modes, blood oxygenation, venting. 

The setup was then manufactured and assembled. The first experimental assessments are 

currently being performed with passive hearts (Figure 4), investigating the feasibility of the 
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approach in which external cyclic pressurization is applied to the ventricular walls in a 4-

chamber working mode. With this respect, the main issue that is being addressed is 

represented by the different compliance of the right and left ventricles, which leads to 

relevant abnormalities in the generation of the stroke volumes. In order to reduce this gap, we 

are currently investigating several ways to stiffen the right ventricle using both classical 

chemical fixation methodologies and external mechanical stiffening of the walls.  
 

 

FIGURE 4. Pictures of the 4 chamber mock loop during one of the first experimental assessments that were carried out 

with passive hearts.  

 

 

7. Main findings and future developments 
 

The present work explored the potentiality of in vitro passive-heart mock circulatory systems 

as multi-functional in vitro platforms for research, device-testing, visualization studies, 

training and educational purposes in the cardiovascular field. Our findings demonstrated the 

feasibility of this innovative approach, as the developed passive-heart systems were capable 

of i) closely reproducing the physiologic hemodynamics, ii) allowing intracardiac endoscopy 

and multimodal imaging, iii) performing surgical and/or transcatheter procedures, iv) 

assessing cardiovascular devices and v) being used as training platforms.  

Two platforms were designed, developed and tested in order to assess two alternative 

approaches for the generation of the stroke volume. The first system, whose design principle 

was inspired by the worked of Richards et al. [18], pressurized the left ventricle internally by 
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means of a piston pump connected to the heart apex. This actuation methodology ensured the 

achievement of physiological hemodynamic conditions, excellent imaging capabilities, and no 

abnormalities in valve function, though it caused a paradoxical motion of the ventricular walls 

during the cardiac cycle and an altered fluid dynamic field inside the left ventricle. The 

platform was optimized for TAVI applications, and used in a catheterization lab to perform 

implantations under fluoroscopic guidance and simultaneous intracardiac visualization on an 

in vitro model of aortic valve stenosis, that was developed to mimic the real pathological 

scenario.  

The second passive-heart mock loop was designed to mimic the pulsatile pumping 

function of the left heart through the external dynamic pressurization of the ventricular walls, 

and ensured a better simulation of the dynamic behaviour of the ventricular walls. 

Physiological hemodynamics were achieved, although mitral valve prolapse was observed in 

some samples at high stroke volumes, due to the absence of papillary muscle contraction. The 

potential of the developed system as a platform for device testing was assessed with a pilot 

study, in which the acute post-operative scenario after the implantation of a cf-LVAD was 

simulated, and the AV function for different levels of mechanical support was analysed. 

Future developments, whose initial steps were described in the last Chapter of this 

dissertation, will face two relevant, yet unavoidable, challenges. On one side, the development 

of four chamber mock loops, so to broaden the potential applications of these systems and to 

allow the study of the interactions between left and right circulation, which are often 

fundamental. On the other side, achieving a model-controlled actuation of passive-heart 

platforms may definitely close the existing gap between this approach and the state-of-the-art 

in vitro hybrid loops. With respect to both these directions, the internal pressurization 

approach may represent a more sensible choice both to develop a full circulatory loop and to 

implement a model-controlled actuation. 
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1.1 Background 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death in the world, and its incidence is 

expected to grow in the next years [1–3]. Heart failure (HF) accounts for 35% of CVD deaths 

[4] and may result from several disorders, among which impaired left ventricular (LV) 

myocardial function and heart valve abnormalities are the most relevant. The clinical 

management of HF depends on the specific patient condition and etiology, but in many cases 

requires the performance of surgical procedures, such as coronary artery bypass or valve 

repair and/or the implantation of devices, such as ventricular assist devices (VAD) or valvular 

prosthesis, [5]. 

All these devices and procedures must undergo extensive testing before and after the 

introduction in the clinical practice, so to prove their effectiveness and safety for the patients, 

improve their clinical use, optimize their design, better characterize their functioning etc. The 

experimental models that are currently available to perform these investigations range from 

in vivo animal models to ex vivo and in vitro platforms. Each of these approaches represents a 

different compromise between fundamental, yet contrasting, requirements: control and 

repeatability of the experimental conditions, complexity of the model, accurate simulation of 

the physiological and pathological in vivo environment, and cost-effectiveness. The choice of 

the best model depends on several factors, such as the aim of the analysis or the development 

stage of the device, but most of the times different models are used and the resulting 

experimental evidences combined.  

The use of animal models is, generally, a mandatory step, since is the only 

methodology that is able to fully mimic the complexity of the in vivo environment. 

Nevertheless, the control that is achievable on the test conditions is limited, and analysing the 

role played by a specific parameter is often unfeasible. Furthermore, the economical and 

ethical issues make animal models inefficient choices in most cases. 

The ex vivo approach for cardiovascular applications was firstly proposed in 1895 by 

Langendorff [6], who showed the feasibility of restoring physiologic cardiac function on 

isolated hearts through appropriate myocardial perfusion. In the last decades, many research 

groups pursued this methodology and successfully developed ex vivo beating heart platforms 

[7–10] that were used for numerous applications [10–22].  
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Indeed, these systems have a tremendous potential, since they are able to accurately 

reproduce the in vivo cardiac physiology and hemodynamic, still without involving all the 

complex milieu of the intact animal. However, most of the published ex vivo models still make 

use of laboratory animal excised hearts, thus involving ethical issues similar to those of the in 

vivo experiments. Only a few groups were able to overcome these drawbacks by using 

slaughterhouse hearts [8,23,24], and among these only de Hart and colleagues [8] were able 

to achieve physiologic hemodynamics. Anyhow, the complex experimental protocol and the 

costs that are associated with the ex vivo methodology often limit its use.  

Differently from both the in vivo and ex vivo approaches, in vitro models, i.e. laboratory 

models based on an artificial-only approach, can provide a controlled and reproducible 

environment to perform accurate studies in a very efficient and cost-effective way. Moreover, 

the in vitro approach allows the selective modelling of the features of the in vivo system that 

are relevant for a specific analysis. For example, as far as the hemodynamic performance of an 

aortic valvular prosthesis is concerned, the replication of the systemic pressure and flow 

waveforms in a hydraulic circuit will represent a simplified, yet effective, controllable and 

cost-effective model. For these reasons, in vitro models are generally the choice of election for 

any experimental analysis, provided that they can adequately mimic the in vivo features that 

are relevant for the study. 

After the first pioneering research of Otto Frank [25], many in vitro mock circulatory 

loops have been developed and extensively used to study the cardiovascular system and  to 

test a multitude of implantable devices and procedures [26–32]. Driven by the evolving needs 

of both researchers and industry, and by the development of mathematical models of the in 

vivo physiology [33–37], mock loops evolved significantly in the last decades, so to provide 

solutions to different needs. Most of these developments were aimed at replicating the 

hemodynamics of the human circulation [31,38,39], and some of the main dynamic in vivo 

responses, such as the Frank-Starling mechanism or the baroreflex response [40–45].  

Nonetheless, the main limit of the in vitro approach still relies in the unavoidable 

simplification of the in vivo scenario, which is nowadays mainly related to the limited 

possibility of replicating cardiac morphology and physiology. With this respect, the 

development of more realistic mock loops is mandatory for the next generation of 

cardiovascular devices and therapies.  
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1.2 Motivation and aim 

In the last years, the therapeutic approaches to CVD have been significantly evolving towards 

reparative [46–48], minimally invasive [49] and transcatheter procedures [50–52], which 

ensure less trauma for the patient and lower costs for the health care system thanks to 

shorter hospitalization [53,54]. All these clinical methodologies are characterized by the 

attempt of preserving the natural structures as much as possible, minimizing the invasiveness 

of the intervention and restoring their physiological function when possible.  

As a consequence, the interaction between implanted device or repaired structure and 

in vivo environment involves anatomical and functional aspects that are crucial for the 

outcome of the procedure. Paravalvular leakage in transcatheter aortic valve implantation 

(TAVI) [55,56], complex aortic-mitral interactions following surgical or transcatheter 

procedures [57,58] and aortic valve insufficiency after continuous flow left ventricular assist 

device (cf-LVAD) implantation [59,60] are only few examples of these important interplays. 

Hence, being able to take into account these aspects is nowadays a challenging, yet 

fundamental, requirement for any in vitro mock circulatory loop.  

Recently, researchers addressed this issue and tried to fill the morphological and 

anatomical gap with both ex vivo and animal models by developing ways to host passive 

cardiac sub-structures in in vitro apparatuses. Literature examples of this approach are recent 

mock loops in which excised aortic [61–64], mitral [65–67] or tricuspid [68,69] valves can be 

tested. These systems permit both the imaging of valvular structures with high-speed cameras 

and/or echographic techniques and the execution of surgical procedures on the biological 

samples. In this way, surgeons can operate in a very familiar environment, where they can 

simulate surgical procedures and directly analyse their hemodynamic effects.  

An interesting further evolution of this approach has been recently proposed by 

Richards et al. [70], who developed a dynamic in vitro passive-heart platform for the analysis 

of mitral valve repair techniques. The system was able to host an entire explanted heart and 

to provide the left ventricle with a cyclical flow rate thanks to a pulsatile pump connected to 

the apex. Given the very specific purpose for which the platform was designed, the 

hemodynamic conditions were far from being physiological. Nonetheless, the in vitro passive-

heart approach represents a challenging and fascinating development of the excised valves 

platforms, towards a better replication of the in vivo anatomy and morphology. Indeed, the 
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use of an entire heart allows a perfect preservation of the cardiac structures, still without 

involving all the complexities and ethical issues of the ex vivo and animal models. 

Furthermore, the use of entire hearts greatly widen the potential applications of an 

experimental apparatus by allowing, for example, the simulation of minimally-invasive and 

multi-valvular surgical procedures.  

The aim of this study is to develop novel in vitro passive-heart platforms that can 

represent effective tools for research, device testing and training purposes and reduce the 

need for ex vivo and animal models. The present work describes the development of two 

passive-heart mock loops, which adopted different methodologies for the generation of the 

cardiac output, and their use for TAVI and LVAD applications.  

 

 

 

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

The thesis is structured into the following Chapters:  

2. In the first part of the thesis, the state of the art of the in vitro and ex vivo platforms for 

the study of the cardiovascular system is reported. Coherently with the motivation of 

the study, the historical evolution of these platforms towards a better representation 

of the physiological environment will be discussed.  

3. In Chapter 3, the development of an in vitro platform able to house an entire explanted 

porcine heart and subject it to pulsatile hemodynamic conditions, is described. The 

system, similarly to what proposed by Richards and colleagues [70], dynamically 

pressurizes the left ventricle by mean of a piston pump connected to the heart apex, 

and enables the hemodynamic analysis of simulated surgical procedures and the 

imaging of the valvular structures. The mock loop’s hydrodynamic design was based 

on an ad-hoc defined lumped-parameter model.  

4. Chapter 4 describes the evolution of the in vitro platform described in Chapter 3 

towards the investigation of minimally invasive applications. In particular, new design 

solutions were introduced in order to allow the performance of transcatheter aortic 

valve implantation (TAVI) under direct endoscopic visualization. An in vitro 
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pathological model of aortic stenosis was also developed, with human calcified leaflets 

that were glued to the native porcine cusps. The developed setup was tested in a 

catheterization lab, where simulated TAVI procedures were carried out under 

multimodal imaging guidance. 

5. In Chapter 5, the development of another in vitro passive-heart mock loop is 

described. This setup adopted a different and complementary functioning principle as 

compared to the one described in Chapter 3. Indeed, this left heart platform mimics 

the pulsatile pumping function of the heart through the external pressurization of the 

ventricles, thus trying to mimic the in vivo dynamic ventricular behavior. The system 

was also used for a pilot study aimed at analyzing the aortic valve (AV) function 

during continuous-flow left ventricular assist device (cf-LVAD) support. 

6. Chapter 6 reports the first development steps of a platform designed to work in a 4-

chamber closed-loop configuration with both passive and beating hearts. An 

anatomical study was conducted in order to characterize the orientation of the main 

heart vessels, and to design a standard connection between the heart and the 

circulatory loop. The system was designed, assembled and some preliminary tests 

were conducted to proof the feasibility of a four-chamber passive-heart approach. 

7. In the last Chapter, a general discussion of the PhD dissertation and the conclusive 

remarks are presented.  

The work described in the dissertation arises from different collaborations: the activities 

described in Chapter 3 and 4 were carried out at the FoRCardioLab, a laboratory co-founded 

by Politecnico di Milano, Universitá degli Studi di Milano (Milan, Italy), and the Division of 

Cardio-thoracic surgery of the “L. Sacco” Hospital (Milan, Italy). The research presented in 

Chapter 5 and 6 was conducted at the Cardiovascular Mechanics Laboratory of the Technische 

Universiteit Eindhoven (Eindhoven, The Netherlands).  
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2.1 Preliminary considerations 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the in vitro approach for the study of the cardiovascular system 

dates back to the 19th century and, in the last decades, have undergone substantial changes. 

Providing an extensive review of these developments is beyond the purpose of this 

dissertation. Therefore, consistently with the motivations of the study, this Chapter will offer 

a brief overview of the main approaches that are described in the literature with respect to 

both in vitro and ex vivo models. Given the aim of the present research, i.e. the development of 

innovative passive beating heart platforms, the state of the art platforms will be grouped in 

four main categories, according to the different level of integration of biological structures in 

the setups: classic hydraulic mock loops, simulators for excised valvular samples, passive-

heart platforms and ex vivo beating heart models.  

 

 

2.2 Hydraulic mock circulatory loops 

The history of in vitro mock circulatory loops is intimately linked to the evolution of the 

clinical approaches to cardiovascular disease and, consequently, to the development of novel 

devices. Not surprisingly, the first significant works in this field were boosted, in the early 

1960s, by the first successful surgical replacements of diseased human heart valves [71,72], 

that revealed new challenging perspectives for both surgeons and engineers. Indeed, the 

development and test of novel heart valve prosthesis was of primary interest, and required 

the design of in vitro mock ups capable of reproducing the in vivo hemodynamics. Similarly to 

many other engineering fields, research was carried out on two parallel and complementary 

paths: the study and the mathematical modelling of the human circulatory system, and the 

design of physical models.  

Regarding the mathematical modeling of the circulation, the measure and 

characterization of the human vascular impedance, coupled with the development of 

mathematical models of the circulation, represented the first fundamental step. In particular, 

lumped parameter analogs of the arterial tree played a primary role, as their results can be 

directly applied to the design of experimental mock ups, thus obtaining hydraulic circuits able 
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to recreate a physiologic load on the heart. In this field, essential contributions were given by 

the research group of Noordergraaf and Westerhof [33,34,73–78], who extensively measured 

the input impedance of both systemic and pulmonary circulation, developed various 

analytical models and compared their ability to mimic the in vivo physiopathology. As an 

example, Figure 2.1 reports some of the results obtained by Toy et al. [34], who compared 

several lumped parameter models of the arterial tree demonstrating that more complex 

models are able to better mimic the human systemic input impedance, with particular respect 

to the high frequency wave reflection.  

 

FIGURE 2.1. Left: lumped parameter models analyzed by Toy et al. [34]. Right: magnitude (a) and phase 

(b) of the input impedance of the different models for the systemic arterial system.  

 

These and other works created a solid theoretical background that was applied to the design 

of the experimental models in order to achieve physiologic hemodynamic conditions. In this 

respect, first pioneering setups were proposed by Bjork [79] and Duran [80], followed by the 

more structured works of Westerhof [45] Cornhill [81], Swanson [39], Störmer [82], Verdonck 

[31] and Sharp [38].  

All these platforms were designed to perform the mechanical and hemodynamic 

characterization of prosthetic devices, with particular focus to valve substitutes. They 

typically consisted in hydraulic loops with adjustable preload and afterload modules, actuated 
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by either pneumatic or volumetric systems, and capable of testing devices under controllable 

and reproducible conditions. Figure 2.2 shows the platform developed by Swanson, and a 

picture of a ball valve during its hemodynamic evaluation in the mock loop.  

 
 

FIGURE 2.2. The mock loop developed by Swanson and Clark [39]. Left: schematic of the circulatory system 

simulator. (1) Variable stroke and speed drive, (2) piston pump, (3) mitral valve, (4) aortic valve, (5), 

coronary artery, (6) coronary occluder, (7) simulated chest cavity, (8) distributed inertance, compliance, 

resistance elastic vessel, (9) venous reservoir and left atrium. Right: picture of a ball valve installed in the 

mock loop.  

Through the last decades, mock loops have undergone substantial evolutions trying to better 

reproduce the human physiology and to adapt to both technological innovations and novel 

cardiovascular devices. New experimental techniques, such as particle image velocimetry, 

echo-Doppler, magnetic resonance imaging and high-speed video, were introduced providing 

new insights into aspects that were largely unexplored. Novel devices, characterized by more 

complex interactions with the cardiovascular system (ventricular assist devices, artificial 

hearts, intra-aortic balloon pumps), were introduced in the clinical practice. As a 

consequence, researchers addressed these aspects designing in vitro platforms compatible 

with these emerging technologies and mimicking several dynamic aspects of the human 

physiology: the interactions between right and left circulation, the dynamic properties of the 

heart, the nervous regulation.  

Similarly to what happened for the hemodynamic aspects, the evolution of mock loops 

and the development of mathematical models run in parallel. As for the latter, the time-

varying elastance theory of Suga and Sagawa [35] has been widely used to describe 

ventricular function in terms of pressure-volume loops. Arts et al. [83] developed a one-fiber 
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model relating single sarcomere fiber stress and strain to ventricular pressure and volume. 

Heart rate variations due to cardiovascular dynamic regulations were investigated, among 

many, by Hyndman [84], de Boer [36], Saul [85] and van Roon [86]. All these studies 

contributed to develop a solid theoretical modeling of the human physiology, that has been 

applied by researchers to the investigation of clinically relevant issues. A representative 

example is given by the paper of Cox et al. [37], who used a complex model, featuring a 

mathematical model of the ventricular function, a lumped parameter model of the human 

circulation and a baroreflex model to compare different control strategies for mechanical 

circulatory support (Figure 2.3).  

 

FIGURE 2.3. Results obtained by Cox et al. [37]. Left ventricular (LV) and right ventricular (RV) pressure-

volume loops for (a) constant speed and (b) pulsatile speed support. Left ventricular, right ventricular, 

aortic (ao), and pulmonary artery (PA) pressures for (c) constant and (d) pulsatile speed support. Flow 

through the aortic valve (aovalve), left ventricular assist device flow, and total aortic flow (ao) for (e) 

constant and (f) pulsatile speed support. 
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The design of experimental in vitro mock loops took advantage from the just mentioned 

developments, as these mathematical models were increasingly implemented in order to 

dynamically control the actuation of the setups. Moreover, given the clinical relevance of the 

interactions between left and right circulation for mechanical circulatory support, in vitro 

simulators were often designed as 4-chamber closed loop systems. With respect to this 

evolution, relevant contributions were given by the research group of Ferrari et al. [40,87–

90], that developed hybrid mock loops for the study of several support devices. Complete 

circulatory loops with model-controlled actuations were also developed by Baloa et al. [41], 

Pantalos et al. [42], Timms [43,91] (Figure 2.4), Colacino [44,92], Rutten [26,93] and others.  

 

FIGURE 2.4. The mock circulatory loop designed by Timms and colleagues [43]. Left: picture of the setup. 

Right: schematic of the loop. ACl, left air compressor; ACr, right air compressor; AoC, aortic compliance; 

LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; PAC, pulmonary arterial compliance; PQ, pulmonary flow rate; PVC, 

pulmonary venous compliance; PVR, pulmonary vascular resistance; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; 

SVC, systemic venous compliance; SVR, systemic vascular resistance; SQ, systematic flow rate; VAD, 

ventricular assist device. 

Nowadays, these systems represent the gold standard for hydraulic mock loops, as they are 

able not only to mimic the hemodynamics of the full circulation, but also to reproduce the 

main dynamic responses of the cardiovascular system. Therefore, they are extensively used 

for device-testing and for the investigation of clinically relevant issues. Still, their main 

limitation relies in the complete absence of anatomical structures. As already discussed in 

Chapter 1, this feature does not allow the use of such platforms for the study of reparative 

surgeries and the analysis of minimally invasive procedures, which are becoming 

progressively more adopted by physicians.  
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2.3 Mock loops for excised valves 

In order to extend the possible applications of the classical hydraulic in vitro approach, 

innovative setups capable of hosting excised valvular samples were developed in the last 

years. The main advantage of this methodology, in terms of possible applications, mainly 

relies in the possibility of studying surgical reparative procedures and performing studies on 

the physiopathology of the valvular structures.  

This novel approach was mainly pursued, in the last years, by i) the group of 

Yoganathan, who developed and extensively used mock loops for the aortic [64,94], mitral 

[67,95–105] and tricuspid [68,69] valve, ii) the research group of Fiore and Redaelli, who 

designed simulators for both the aortic [63,106,107] and the mitral [66] valve, iii) the team of 

Sievers and Scharfschwerdt in Lubeck, that comprehensively studied in vitro the aortic valve 

[61,62,108–113], and iv) the research group of Umezu and Yamane, that focused on both the 

aortic [114] and mitral [65,115] valves. In the next paragraphs, two representative platforms 

for the aortic and mitral valve will be described more in detail, so to provide the reader with a 

more detailed overview of the design solutions that can be adopted and the potential 

applications of such simulators.  

 The mock loop for aortic valves of the Politecnico di Milano  

Vismara and colleagues [63] proposed a novel approach to the in vitro study of the aortic 

valve hemodynamics, based on the preservation of the whole aortic root functional unit 

(ARFU). In order to achieve this goal, the authors developed a mock loop capable of housing 

excised aortic roots by mean of an adjustable valve holder, that allows the direct execution of 

surgical procedures on the valve.  

The setup is reported in Figure 2.5. The mock loop is equipped with a computer-

controlled piston pump, which is capable of generating both systolic and diastolic waveforms, 

and with an adjustable three-element windkessel module, designed to mimic the human input 

impedance. The platform also allows the acquisition of high-speed movies (Figure 2.6) and 

echo of the valve. The authors were able to obtain satisfying hemodynamic conditions, and the 

setup was validated analysing a state-of-the-art bioprosthesis.  
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FIGURE 2.5. The mock loop for aortic root functional unit developed by Vismara et al. [63]. Top: schematic 

of the simulator (left) and photograph of the complete setup with pulsatile pump and afterload (right). 

Bottom: detail of the holder with porcine aortic root functional unit (ARFU) sample (A); the sample holder 

housed in the simulator’s main reservoir (B); surgery simulation on a porcine ARFU (C). 

 

FIGURE 2.6. Sequence of snapshots recorded at 1200 fps of the opening/closing of a 21-mm porcine aortic 

root functional unit sample [63]. 
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The peculiar feature of this work, which is also its most relevant innovation, is the possibility 

of using the whole explanted aortic root, thus ensuring a better modelling of the valve 

function. Indeed, the important role played by all the elements of the aortic complex (the 

ventricle-aortic junction, the leaflets, the sinus of Valsalva, and the sinotubular junction) in 

order to achieve a proper functioning of the ARFU has been clearly shown in the literature 

[116,117]. This uniqueness allowed the authors to investigate, in a later study, a very 

particular reparative surgery for aortic valve incontinence, which involves the implantation of 

a neo-chordae graft between the cusp and the aortic wall [106]. 

 

 The Georgia Tech mitral valve simulator 

In the past years, the research group of Yoganathan carried out extensive investigations on 

the mitral valve, that were mainly performed using a left heart simulator capable of housing 

excised mitral  valve samples. The setup is shown in Figure 2.7.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.7. The left heart model developed by the research group of Yoganathan [96]. The chamber was 

designed to allow for micro-CT imaging and stereoscopic PIV of native mitral valves. 

Differently from the platform of Vismara et al. [63], it consists of a computer-controlled, 

pressure-driven, compressible bladder system that is designed to replicate the physiologic 
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pulsatile flow of the left heart. The preload is obtain with a simple reservoir, that fills the left 

ventricle, and the afterload circuit is constituted by an RCR module with adjustable elements.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.8. Pictures of mitral valves samples in the modified Georgia Tech mock loop [118]. Left: atrial 

view of the mitral valve showing the anterior and the posterior leaflets. Right: ventricular view of the valve 

showing the chordae tendineae and the papillary muscles.  

The mitral valve housing system (Figure 2.8) is undoubtedly the most interesting feature of 

this setup, as it allows a fine control of each anatomo-structural element of the valvular 

complex. The valve annulus is sutured to a flexible silicon ring, whose shape and configuration 

can be varied so to simulate different pathologies. Similarly, the papillary muscles are 

mounted on two adjustable arms, whose 3-dimensional position can be finely tuned  in order 

to reproduce various in vivo configurations. The holders are also equipped with force rods 

that enable the simulator to measure the total force applied on each papillary muscle. The 

performance of echo, high-speed movies, micro-CT, dual-camera stereo photogrammetry and 

stereoscopic digital particle image velocimetry (Figure 2.9) is also possible on the setup.  

 

 

FIGURE 2.9. Characterization of native mitral valve geometry and fluid mechanics with PIV measurements 

carried out by Rabbah et al. [96]. Stereoscopic configuration of the CCD cameras and orientation of the 

laser plane used for PIV measurements (a). Representative images of the resultant PIV field of view from 

the two cameras (b-c). 
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2.4 The passive-heart approach 

The passive heart approach represents the natural evolution of the excised valve mock loops, 

as it extends the same design principle, i.e. the integration of biological samples into classical 

in vitro setups, to a whole heart. The rationale for this methodology consists in the improved 

modelling of the in vivo environment from the anatomical and morphological point of view, so 

to broaden the spectra of possible applications of such platforms. In particular, an entire heart 

allows the performance of transcatheter interventions, intracardiac endoscopy, transapical 

procedures, multi-valvular surgeries, and may represent a more valuable model for the 

validation of new imaging protocols or techniques as well as for training purposes. 

Nonetheless, given both its recent introduction and the experimental challenges that 

implies, the literature concerning passive-heart platforms is scarce. The group of Iaizzo [119] 

and the group of Sahn [120] developed two simple entire heart setups for imaging purposes. 

The first study used entire hearts as anatomical models to compare the accuracy of different 

imaging techniques in the measure of aortic annulus. The latter research developed a passive-

heart in vitro model aimed at assessing interventricular dyssynchrony with 3D echography. 

The use of entire hearts was a mandatory requirement for both studies, as these 

investigations would not have been possible without a complete modelling of the heart 

anatomy and morphology. However, the sole use of a full heart does not represent an effective 

approach if the physiological functioning of the cardiac structures, in terms of hemodynamics 

and kinematics, is not modelled.  

The first significant attempt in this direction has been made by Richards and 

colleagues [70], who developed a dynamic heart platform  to study mitral valve repair 

techniques. The system was specifically designed to be an effective and affordable precursor 

to animal and clinical trials and to represent a platform for the evaluation of newly emerging 

heart repair techniques and devices.  

The functioning principle of the setup (Figure 2.10) consists in the dynamic 

pressurization of the left ventricle of an entire swine heart by mean of a computer-controlled 

positive displacement pump, which is connected to the heart apex. The left atrium is passively 

filled by a reservoir and the systemic afterload is simply obtained with an adjustable column 

of fluid and a resistance. During diastole, the retrograde motion of the piston draws fluid from 

the left atrium through the mitral valve and into the left ventricle and piston cylinder. During 
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systole, forward piston motion expels fluid from the left ventricle through the aortic valve. 

The mock loop can also be operated in static pressure mode, with a centrifugal pump 

pressurizing to the left ventricle, allows the performance of both echo and endoscopic 

imaging.  

As for the hemodynamics, Richards’ goal was mainly the achievement of a 

physiological mitral valve load, so to compare the effects of different techniques for mitral 

valve repair. With respect to this, he reported satisfying results in terms of trans-mitral 

pressure waveforms and a good correlation between atrial pressure, cardiac output and 

mitral valve regurgitation. However, the overall hemodynamic behaviour of the platform was 

far from physiologic, in particular with respect to the aortic valve and to the extremely 

simplified afterload that was adopted.  

 

  

FIGURE 2.10. The passive-heart platform developed by Richards eet al. [70]. Left: photograph of the system 

in operation. Right: schematic of system components: atrial filling reservoir (1), PD pump (2), pressure 

catheters (3),  centrifugal pump (4), aortic outflow resistance valve (5), and static pressure mode valves 

(6). Dynamic and static pressure mode pathways are shaded light and dark, respectively. 
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2.5 Ex vivo isolated heart models 

The ex vivo approach consists in restoring the physiological contractility of isolated hearts 

through an appropriate perfusion of the myocardium. This approach was firstly described by 

Langendorff [6], and in the last decades isolated heart platforms were extensively applied to a 

wide range of fields, ranging from physiology and biochemistry to pharmacology and genetics 

[121]. Most of the published literature describes ex vivo models that were not specifically 

developed for the assessment of devices and/or therapies. Therefore, small animal were used 

as donors and the setups were mostly used in Langendorff conditions, i.e. with retrograde 

perfusion of the coronary bed through the cannulation of the aorta [122–126]. Obviously, 

none of these models is of interest for the present dissertation, since both the human anatomy 

and hemodynamics are not modelled.  

Only few groups were able to develop ex vivo working heart models using swine 

hearts. Huysmans and colleagues successfully developed a two-chamber left heart model to 

studied the anatomy and function of the mitral and aortic valve [127,128]. Two-chamber 

working-heart platforms were also recently developed by other research groups 

[10,129,130]. Iaizzo and colleagues successfully developed a 4-chamber swine model 

[7,11,22], that was also extended to human hearts [9] and used for the simulation of 

minimally invasive procedures [20,131–133]. Nonetheless, none of these groups managed to 

use slaughtered hearts for their experiments, thus adopting a complex experimental 

procedure that is similar to organ transplantation and does not solve the ethical concerns 

related to the animal sacrifice.  

These issues were firstly overcome by some research groups [23,24], that showed the 

feasibility of developing isolated heart models using hearts from slaughtered pigs. This 

approach has been improved by de Hart and colleagues [8,19], who developed the 

PhysioHeart platform (Figure 2.11), i.e. a modular ex vivo model, capable of working in both 

Langendorff perfusion and two- and four-chamber working mode.  

This platform represents nowadays the gold standard of ex vivo models, being the only 

one using slaughtered hearts and coupling the heart with a carefully designed mock 

circulatory loop. Indeed, differently from the previously published literature, the PhysioHeart 

setup is equipped with specifically designed afterload and preload modules, therefore 

allowing the achievement of physiologic pressure and flow tracings.  
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FIGURE 2.11. The PhysioHeart platform [8]. Left: schematic representation of perfusion (green) and 

systematic (blue) fluid loops of the two-chamber working left heart mode. Venous Reservoirs (VR1, 2, 3), 

centrifugal pumps (CP1, 2), two blood filters (BF), a combined oxygenator–heat exchanger (OX) and a 

heat exchanger (HE) are incorporated in the fluid loops. The heart is loaded physiologically by using dedi- 

cated PreLoad (PL) and AfterLoad (AL) modules. Right: a Micromed LVAD attached to the Physioheart 

Platform.  

The platform, differently from other published works in which crystalloid perfusates are used 

[7,130], uses oxygenated whole blood as reperfusion medium, and is designed to work either 

with natural or selective perfusion of the coronary arteries with oxygenated blood. The latter 

modality permits an independent control of the myocardial perfusion, thus allowing the 

execution of unrestricted interventions on the beating heart and the use of a transparent 

buffer for the circulatory loop, which is mandatory to perform intracardiac endoscopy.  

As regards the circulatory loop, the afterload consists in a compliant polyurethane 

tube, designed to match the in-vivo pressure wave speed of the aorta, and an adjustable RCR 

module. The preload module was constantly filled with oxygenated blood by a centrifugal 

pump, and was designed so to control the atrial filling pressure with an overflow through a 

Starling resistance. Thanks to the careful hydraulic design of the loop, the PhysioHeart 

achieved physiological hemodynamics, and the ex vivo beating heart was capable of 

maintaining a relevant performance for more than 4 hours. 

The potential applications of the PhysioHeart, and of the ex vivo platforms generally, is 

extremely broad and include device-testing applications [10–14], imaging and visualization 

studies [15–20], and the study of the cardiac physiology [21,22]. 
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2.6 Conclusive remarks 

The summary of the state of the art presented in this Chapter aimed at providing the reader 

with an overview of the historical evolution of the different approaches that have been 

proposed as in vitro and ex vivo models.  

Ex vivo models are able to reproduce the cardiac physiology and hemodynamics in a 

more controllable and repeatable setting as compared to animal models. Anyhow, the high 

complexity and costs often limit the use of this methodologies. Furthermore, to the best of our 

knowledge, no studies describing 4-chamber closed-loop models were published.  

The classical in vitro hydraulic approach dates back to the 1960’s, and thanks to the 

important improvements that were made in the last decades still represents a valuable and 

interesting platform for many studies. The main strength of this methodology is the accurate 

modelling of both the in vivo hemodynamics and the dynamic interactions between tested 

device and cardiovascular system. However, these platform do not model any anatomical or 

morphological feature, while these aspects are essential in order to study the physiopathology 

of the cardiac valves and to analyse both reparative surgeries and transcatheter procedures. 

Therefore, in vitro mock loops able to house biological samples have been recently 

proposed and extensively used with valuable results for a wide range of applications. The 

existing gap between these two approaches, with particular respect to the real-time feedback 

of the setups and to the design of 4-chamber closed loops, is mainly imputable to the recent 

development of the excised samples platforms. Indeed, there is no technical contra-indication 

in the design of mock loops capable of housing excised samples and, at the same time, 

maintaining all the complex real-time controls of the state of the art hydraulic platforms.  

Among the systems for excised biological samples, passive-heart platforms represent 

a very challenging and interesting approach, which is substantially unexplored and may 

represent a breakthrough with respect to the state of the art. Indeed, the use of an entire heart 

allows a perfect preservation of the cardiac anatomy, and may represent an ideal model for 

many purposes. Moreover, the development of passive-heart systems capable of recreating 

physiologic hemodynamic conditions would help bridging the gap with ex vivo and animal 

models, whose use is unavoidable but should be minimized for both ethical and economic 

reasons. 
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In vitro hemodynamics and valve imaging in 

passive beating hearts 
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3.1 Introduction 

In recent years, there has been increasing evidence that both the aortic and the mitral valves 

should be considered as complex structures wherein different anatomic elements play strictly 

related roles, leading, physiologically, to the proper valve function [117,134]. In this vision, 

any alteration of such anatomo-functional interactions may affect both the valvular functional 

integrity and the ventricular function. Hence, when feasible, reparative surgical techniques 

have become the elective choice to restore valvular competence since they preserve the 

biological structures and aim at restoring the physiological biomechanical behaviour 

[46,48,135]. These approaches may lead to an excellent recovery of the cardiac function and 

to a lower incidence of valve-related complications [136]. New minimally-invasive surgical 

approaches to valve repair are emerging [49], whose associated mortality is comparable to 

that of standard surgery [137], but with less pain for the patient and lower costs thanks to a 

lower trauma [53,54]. 

In this context, as shown in the previous Chapters, the use of in vitro fluid-dynamic 

mock loops can provide reliable and quantitative information about the effectiveness of the 

investigated solutions [67,102,138]. Indeed, in vitro tests are potentially characterized by high 

controllability and repeatability of the simulated hemodynamic conditions.  

In order to attain more realistic simulators, in the recent years mock systems able to 

host ex vivo aortic root functional units [61–63] or entire mitral valve complexes [65,66] were 

successfully developed. A step forward in the integration of biological samples into in vitro 

setups has been proposed by some authors, who used entire explanted hearts. Indeed, the use 

of an entire heart allows a better preservation of the anatomical structures, still without 

involving all the physiological complexities of animal models. Moreover, the use of entire 

hearts greatly widen the potential applications of an experimental apparatus by allowing, for 

example, the simulation of minimally-invasive and multi-valvular surgical procedures. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, most of such entire-heart mock loop designs tried to 

maintain cardiac contractility ex vivo through myocardium perfusion [7,9,130]; these 

working-heart models were capable of reproducing the physiological ventricle pressure-

volume relationship, although the complexity and costs of the related experimental protocols 

represented serious drawbacks. Alternatively, Richards et al. [70] suggested to use the heart 

as a passive structure, dynamically pressurized by an external pulsatile pumping system, thus 
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significantly reducing both complexity and cost. Although this solution showed to be effective 

and reliable, the hemodynamic conditions obtained by Richards and co-workers with their 

mock loop were not optimal. In particular, the mean flow rates and the pressure waveforms 

were not comparable with the typical in vivo ones.  

In the present Chapter, we present a mock apparatus able to house an entire 

explanted porcine heart, whose left ventricle is pressurized by an external pumping system. In 

order to obtain hemodynamics conditions representative of the in vivo environment, and 

consistent with the ISO guidelines [139] in terms of numerical values and waveforms, a 

methodological approach, based on a lumped parameter model, was adopted for the design. 

The system allows for the acquisition of video recordings of the valves with endoscopic and 

echographic techniques and for the evaluation of the hemodynamic effects of surgical 

procedures in pulsatile conditions. 

  

 

3.2 Design of the passive-heart platform 

 Mock loop architecture 

The general layout of the mock loop is shown in Figure 3.1. The system comprises three main 

components, hydraulically connected to the heart sample: a computer-controlled pulse 

duplicator (PD), a simulator of the hydraulic input impedance of the systemic circulation (SIS) 

and a preload reservoir (PR).  

Both the PD and the SIS were developed in a previous study at Politecnico di Milano 

and their detailed description can be found in the paper by Lanzarone et al. [140]. The PD is a 

volumetric piston pump, which can accurately replicate both systolic and diastolic flow 

waveforms [39,141], connected to the left ventricle apex. The SIS consists of a hydraulic 

circuit, based on a classical three lumped parameter model (RCR): a characteristic resistance, 

a capacitance and a peripheral resistance. The characteristic resistance is a polymeric net with 

a square mesh, the peripheral resistance is a bundle of PP hollow fibers and the capacitance is 

obtained with an air chamber. Both the peripheral resistance and the compliance can be 

adjusted in order to obtain the desired pressure waveforms. The SIS outflow drains into the 
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PR, which passively fills the left atrium. Atrial preload can be changed by adjusting the height 

of the fluid in the reservoir.  
 

 

FIGURE 3.1. Mock Loop. Left: photography of the system. Right: schematic of mock loop: pulse duplicator 

(PD), systemic impedance simulator (SIS), preload reservoir (PR), apical connector (APC), atrial connector 

(ATC), double cone system (DCS), endoscopic accesses (EA). 

 

 

FIGURE 3.2. Sequence of the apical connection procedure. A: a 25 mm hole was surgically made in the left 

ventricle apex. B: the Dacron vascular prosthesis was sutured to the myocardium around the hole. C: the 

connector was inserted in  the hole and the Dacron Prosthesis is banded to it. 

 

The left ventricle (LV) connection with the PD is ensured through an apical connector (APC), 

consisting in a hollow PMMA cylinder (25 mm inner diameter), inserted in the LV through a 

hole punched in the myocardium (Figure 3.2A). To ensure water tightness, a Dacron vascular 
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prosthesis (30 mm diameter) is sutured to the myocardium (Figure 3.2B), and bound to the 

APC through a band (Figure 3.2C). For the atrial connection a similar solution was adopted, 

with an atrial connector (ATC) inserted into the atrial wall. The connection between the aorta 

and the SIS is obtained by using a double-cone system (DCS), i.e., the aortic wall is fixed 

between two coaxial hollow cones having the same taper angle. This solution allows for an 

easy and sutureless connection, ensuring both mechanical securing and water tightness. The 

mock loop is also provided with two endoscopic accesses (EA), located in the apical region 

and in the aorta. 

 Design methodology 

In order to achieve satisfying hemodynamic conditions in the mock loop, a lumped parameter 

model (LPM) was used preliminarily to and during the design phase as a predictive tool; its 

electrical analog is shown in Figure 3.3. By providing the flow waveforms imposed by the 

pumping system (Qpd) as an input, the solution of the ordinary differential equations 

governing the LPM gave an estimation of the mock loop pressure and flow patterns (Pv, Pdcs, 

Psis, Pat, Qsis) as outputs [140].  
 

 

FIGURE 3.3. Lumped parameter model electrical analog. The blocks are referred to the mock 

loop components reported and labelled in Fig. 3.1. 
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The design started from the identification of the general requirements and constraints, i.e. 

connections to existing components (PD, SIS), imaging, instrumentation, manageability. 

Firstly, the effects of either different sizings of the hydraulic components (APC, DCS, AOC) or 

different mock loop working conditions (Qpd, Pres) were investigated with the LPM. The results 

of the numerical simulations were compared to the in-vivo curves, and the best sizing in order 

to achieve good hemodynamic conditions in the mock loop was identified. Then, the effects of 

different hydraulic properties of the heart sample on the system were analyzed, thus allowing 

for the investigation of the effects of the biological sample variability. 

The definition of model variables and parameters, referred to the mock loop general 

layout of Figure 3.1, is reported in Table 3.1. The numerical values reported are those that 

were finally identified after the model-aided design process. The resistances and the 

inertances were determined according to classical hydraulic laws [142,143]. In particular, the 

distributed resistances (Rapc, Rdc1, Rdc2, Rt, Ratc) were determined according to the Blasius 

formula [143]: 

      ∆P = 0.3164 ∗ Re−0.25 ∗ ρ
v2

2

l

D
          (eq 3.1) 

where Re is the Reynolds number, v is the velocity of the fluid, ρ is the density of the fluid, l is 

the length of the duct and D is its diameter. The localized resistances (Rres, Rdiv, R45, Ratcl) were 

estimated according to the classical hydraulic laws [143]: 

         ∆P = βρ
v2

2
          (eq 3.2) 

where β is a coefficient depending on the geometrical discontinuity. All these resistances were 

multiplied by a safety coefficient of 1.5. The inertances of the cylindrical ducts (Lapc, Ldc1, Ldc2, 

Lt, Latc) were determined according to the following expression, valid for a flat velocity 

distribution [142]: 

       L = ρ
l

A
          (eq 3.3) 

where l and A are the length and the section of the duct. The values of both the aortic root 

compliance (Cao) and the systemic impedance simulator components (Rcs, Rcp, Ccp, Lcs) were 

taken from the literature [140,144].  

The ventricular chamber was modelled with the series of a non-linear compliance and 

a linear resistance, respectively accounting for the exponential pressure-volume relation of 
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the passive LV [145,146] and the viscoelastic behaviour of the myocardial tissue [147,148]. 

The non-linear compliance was modelled according to the data by Diamond [145], who 

measured the value of the parameters a and b in rigor mortis canine left ventricles, thus 

yielding an estimation of the LV compliance: 

             Cven =
dV

dP
= k 

1

aP + b
          (eq 3.4) 

The factor k in Eq. 3.4 was set to 2.5, since the average LV volume of the porcine hearts 

used in the present study was 2.5 times as large as the ones measured by Diamond with 

canine hearts. The value for the ventricular viscous resistance was derived from the work of 

Schmitt [149], who measured τ, a parameter of early diastolic relaxation time, in an in vivo pig 

model. Coherently with the RC model adopted for the description of the left ventricle, the 

viscous resistance was determined as: 

Rvi =
𝜏

Cven
          (eq 3.5) 

where Cven was calculated according to Eq. 3.4 with a reference working pressure of 100 

mmHg. Numerical simulations were performed (Simnon 3.0, SSPA, Göteborg, Sweden) using a 

fixed time step of 5 ms. In order to compare the predictions of the model with the 

experimental measurements, the root mean square error (RMSE) was computed for the 

measured variables (Pv, PDCS, Psis, Qsis) according to equation 3.6:  

RMSE = √
1

𝑁
∑(𝑋𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑋𝑚𝑒𝑎)2

𝑁

𝑖=1

          (eq 3.6) 

where Xmod is the value of the variable as predicted by the model and Xmea is the measured 

value. N is the number of samples constituting one cycle, as the time step in the simulations 

was set to be the consistent with the acquisition frequency of the experimental data (200 Hz).  

 

TABLE 3.1. Description of the variables and of the parameter of the model. The numerical values 

that are reported for the LPM parameters are the ones that were identified, after the design 

process, as the best ones for the achievement of satisfying hemodynamic conditions, given the 

other system requirements. 

 

Component Parameter/Variable Value Description 
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PD 
Qpd - Flow rate pattern imposed by the PD 

Ppd - Pressure in the PD 

APC 
Lapc [kg m-4] 2 105 Inertance of the APC 

Rapc [kg m-4 s-1] 1.2 104 Resistance of the APC (minor losses neglected) 

LV 

Pv - Ventricular pressure 

a [ml-1] 0.124 Parameters used to calculate the LV 
compliance (Eq. 4) b [mmHg ml-1] 0.57 

τ [s] 3.18 10-2 Early diastolic relaxation time (Eq. 5) 

Rvi [kg m-4 s-1] 2.2 107 Viscous resistance (Eq. 5) 

MV, AV - 
Ideal diodes describing  the mitral and aortic 

valve 

DCS 

Qao - Flow rate in the aortic root 

Rdc1 [kg m-4 s-1] 5.7 107 
Distributed resistances of the DCS 

Rdc2 [kg m-4 s-1] 5.7 107 

Ldc1 [kg m-4] 5.1 104 
Inertances of the DCS 

Ldc2 [kg m-4] 5.1 104 

Cao [m3 Pa-1] 7.5 10-10 Aortic root compliance 

Rres [kg m-7] 2.9 105 Minor resistances due to the geometry of the 
aortic connection Rdiv [kg m-7] 3.7 105 

DCS 

Pdcs - Pressure in the DCS 

R45 [kg m-7] 3.9 105 
Minor resistance due to the bended DCS 

outflow 

Rt [kg m-4 s-1] 4.3 107 Resistance of the duct between DCS and SIS 

Lt [kg m-4] 2.9 105 Inertance of the duct between DCS and SIS 

SIS 

Qsis - Flow rate in the SIS 

Psis - Working pressure of the SIS 

Rcs [kg m-4 s-1] 1.1 107 Characteristic resistance of the SIS 

Rcp [kg m-4 s-1] 2.4 108 Peripheral resistance of the SIS 

Lcs [kg m-4] 5 105 Inertance of the SIS 

Ccp [m3 Pa-1] 2.7 10-8 Compliance of the SIS 

PR 
Qat - Flow rate in the preload circuit 

Pres [Pa] 3.3 103 Geodetic pressure due to the fluid in the PR 
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 Functional assessment 

In order to verify the mock loop hemodynamics, three experimental trials were carried out. 

Fresh entire explanted hearts from 150-170 kg pigs were obtained from a local abattoir. 

Surgeons examined the biological samples and ensured for the absence of valvular 

pathologies. The heart was housed in the mock loop and connected respectively with the APC, 

ATC and DCS. The system was filled with physiologic saline solution (0.9% NaCl) by using a 

peristaltic pump (model 10-10-00; Stöckert Shiley Instruments, München, Germany). The PD 

was then gradually activated until a heart rate of 70 bpm was reached. Finally, the compliance 

and the resistance of the SIS were adjusted in order to reach a SIS working pressure included 

in the range 80-120 mmHg. The time needed for each whole experimental procedure was 

around 2 hours. 

The mock loop was equipped with piezoresistive transducers (PC140 series, 

Honeywell Inc., Morristown, NJ) and with an ultrasound flowmeter (HT110R, Transonic 

Systems Inc., Ithaca, NY) for hemodynamic measurements (Figure 1 - Pv, Pdcs, Psis, Qsis). All data 

were acquired with an A/D converter (USB-6210, National Instruments, Austin, TX) at a 

sampling frequency of 200 Hz. Endoscopic video recordings of the valvular complexes were 

obtained with a rigid 10 mm endoscope lens (Olympus Europe, Hamburg, Germany), coupled 

with a lighting column (Olympus Visera CLV-S40) and a video acquisition column (Olympus 

Visera OTV-S7 Digital Processor). Echocardiographic images and videos were obtained with 

an ultrasound system (HDI 5000, Philips, Eindhoven, NL) with a 12 to 3 MHz probe (Philips 

L12-3). 

 

ATC 

Latc [kg m-4] 1.9 105 Inertance of the ATC 

Ratc [kg m-4 s-1] 2.9 107 Resistance of the ATC 

Ratcl [kg m-7] 9.8 105 Minor resistance due to atrial geometry 

Pat - Atrial pressure 
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 Error analysis 

The absolute accuracy for each component of the data acquisition system is defined as: 
 

AA = ± (𝑉𝑖 ∗ %𝑅𝑚 + 𝑂 + 𝑁 + 𝑇𝐷)          (eq 3.7) 

where Vi is the input voltage, %Rm is the percentage of the reading, O is the offset value, N is 

the system noise, and TD is the temperature drift. The uncertainty in the analog to digital 

conversion for the USB-6210 data acquisition card is negligible as the 16 bit unit yield an 

error of less than 0.01%.   

Regarding pressure measurements, the 143PC05 transducers that were used for the 

present work are differential sensors which are compensated for temperature drifts in a wide 

range (-18° to 63°C), that included our working temperatures. As reported by the 

manufacturer, sensors’ hysteresis and non-linearity were ±0.15% and ±0.75% respectively. 

Before every experiment, a two-point calibration was performed on the whole measurement 

setup. Null pressure was calibrated by exposing both pressure ports in atmosphere, while a 

manometer with an accuracy of ±2 mmHg was used to apply a pressure of 200 mmHg, which 

was used as second point for the calibration. This calibration protocol provided for the 

removal of any offset and, given the accuracy of the manometer, resulted in a percentage error 

of ±1% on the pressure readings. The errors deriving from the sensor’s hysteresis, non-

linearity and from the calibration can be combined to estimate the percentage of the reading 

accuracy of the sensor (%Rm) using the root of the sum squared approach: 

%𝑅𝑚 = √(𝜀ℎ𝑦𝑠)
2

+ (𝜀𝑙𝑖𝑛)2 + (𝜀𝑐𝑎𝑙)2          (eq 3.8) 

This results in an accuracy of ±1.26%. The input-referred noise level due to the whole 

measurement chain was estimated from the standard deviation of the measured signal with a 

constant input pressure, and was ±0.3 mmHg. Anyhow, all acquired data were averaged over 

5 consecutive cycles, thus improving the signal to noise ratio of a factor √5 and resulting in a 

noise level of ±0.13 mmHg. Therefore, according to equation 3.7, and assuming a working 

pressure of 100 mmHg, the absolute accuracy on the pressure measurements was ±1.39 

mmHg.  

Regarding flow measurements, the absolute accuracy of the flow probe, as given by 

the manufacturer, was ± 4% after on-site sensor calibration with the system Flow Module for 
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the tubing and liquid in use. The uncertainty ωR of a quantity R, which is derived from n 

independent variables, e.g. R=R(X1, X2, … Xn), is defined as:  

ωR = ± √∑ (
𝜕𝑅

𝜕𝑋𝑖
𝜔𝑖)

2𝑛

𝑖=1

          (eq 3.9) 

In our study, the only derived quantities are the pressure differences, for which equation 3.9 

gives an absolute accuracy of ± 1.97 mmHg.  
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3.3 Performance assessment of the platform 

 Hemodynamic evaluation 

The simulated pressure and flow tracings obtained with the LPM are reported in Figure 3.4.  

 

 

FIGURE 3.4. Pressure (top) and flow (bottom) tracings obtained from the simulations carried 

out on the LPM. The legend refers to the electrical scheme reported in Fig. 3.3. 

 

Tracings are affected by two main constraints, which sensibly affect the overall behaviour: the 

presence of a non-contracting distensible heart and the presence of rigid connectors between 

the heart and the SIS, which introduces local resistances and inertial effects. Despite such 

constraints, results are satisfying both in terms of wave morphology and numerical values. 

Ventricular, DCS and SIS pressures are respectively included in the 20-140, 80-130 and 90-

120 mmHg range, thus in good agreement with the expected values. The systolic pressure 
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drop between the ventricular and the DCS tracings is mainly caused by the DCS, whose 

geometry causes an appreciable hydraulic hindrance downstream of the aortic valve. The 

early diastolic oscillations that can be observed in the DCS pressure tracing were unavoidable 

and due to inertial effect. The mean flow rate in the afterload circuit is 3.2 lpm, lower than the 

5 lpm imposed by the PD because of the capacitive effect of the LV. This difference is due to a 

net volume sequestration of 25.7 ml/cycle, which would correspond, under the hypothesis of 

cylindrical geometry for the LV (length 70 mm, diameter 40 mm), to a radial dilatation of 2.7 

mm. The LV compliance, moreover, causes a phase displacement between the two flow rate 

tracings.  

 

 

FIGURE 3.5. Measured pressure (top) and flow rate (bottom), with reference to the functional 

assessment Nr.2. The legend refers to the mock loop layout reported in Fig. 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.5 shows, with reference to experiment Nr.2, the measured pressure and flow 

tracings. All the experimental tracings showed a good correspondence with the physiological 

wave shapes and a good reproducibility was observed among the three different experimental 
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campaigns (Table 3.2). The pressure tracings are comparable with the typical in vivo curves; 

maximum ventricular, DCS and SIS pressure are respectively 160, 140 and 120 mmHg. The 

diastolic ventricular pressure is higher than the typical physiological one because of the 

geodetic pressure of the atrial reservoir that was aimed at ensuring a correct diastolic filling. 

The flow measured at the SIS inlet resembles the physiological waves and the maximum peak 

flow is up to 26 lpm.  

 

TABLE 3.2. Average pressure and flows for the experiments and the simulations, and the 

respective root mean square error (RMSE). Data is reported as mean ± SD. The notation refers to 

the variables reported in Figure 3.3. 
 

 Qsis Pv Pdcs Psis 

Measured 3.5±0.1 lpm 50±2 mmHg 101±2 mmHg 97±1 mmHg 

Simulated 3.2 lpm 40 mmHg 95 mmHg 96 mmHg 

RMSE 2.3±1.1 lpm 20.2±1.9 mmHg 8.3±1.2 mmHg 3.8±1.4 mmHg 

 

Table 3.2 shows the average values of both the experimental and simulated variables, 

together with the root mean square error calculated between the measured and the simulated 

tracings. Figure 3.6 shows a direct comparison between the modelled and the measured 

tracings, with reference to experiment Nr.2.  

The small standard deviation in the experimental average values (Table 3.2) confirms 

the high hemodynamic reproducibility between different experimental sessions. Moreover, on 

the average the LPM prediction is fairly good, although some experimental peaks are 

underestimated by the model (Figures 3.6). In particular, at the systolic peak, the maximum 

percentage differences for the ventricular pressure and flow rate tracings are 15% and 46%, 

respectively. This observation is in good agreement with the RMSE, which is significantly 

higher for the flow rate (2.3±1.1 lpm, i.e. about 66% of the mean) and the ventricular pressure 

(20.2±1.9 mmHg, i.e. 40% of the mean) as compared to the one computed for the DCS and SIS 

pressures (8.3±1.2 and 3.8±1.4 mmHg, respectively).  
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FIGURE 3.6. Comparison between measured and simulated pressure and flow rate tracings. 

Measured data are taken from experiment Nr.2. The notation of the variables refers to the 

lumped parameter model reported in Fig. 3.3. 

 Imaging of valvular structures 

During the mock loop functional assessments, both endoscopic and echocardiographic video 

images of the valvular structures were obtained; some representative frames are reported in 

Figure 3.6, while movies are available online.  

The co-axiality between the endoscopic lens and the aortic root provided very good 

images of the aortic valve, and the apical access showed to be extremely effective in the 

simultaneous imaging of the mitral and aortic valves. In particular, the dynamics of both the 

chordae tendineae and the papillary muscles could be observed. 
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FIGURE 3.6. Left: sequence of endoscopic images showing the opening and closure of the aortic 

valve (A, B, C, D). Centre: endoscopic images (E, F) obtained from the apical access, showing the 

opening and closure of the mitral and aortic valve (MV, AV). The apical access enable the 

visualization of both the chordae tendineae (CT) and the papillary muscles (PM). Right: 

echocardiographic images of the diastole (G) and of the systole (H) showing the mitral and 

aortic valves (MV, AV). 

 Analysis of the mitral valve functionality 

An analysis of the mitral valve was carried out in order to verify that  the passive actuation of 

the left ventricle did not cause any oddity in the valve function. Figure 3.7 compares the 

tracings of the pressure differential across the mitral valve measured in the proposed mock 

loop (left), with the results obtained by Ritchie et al. [67] with an in vitro mock loop 

specifically designed for mitral valve samples (right). 

Mean diastolic mitral pressure drop was 0.2 mmHg, thus showing a very good 

hemodynamic behavior of the mitral valve during diastole. As concerns the systole, the peak 

trans-mitral pressure was 144 mmHg, comparable with the 106 mmHg measured by Ritchie 

and colleagues. 

Moreover, the trans-mitral pressure difference tracings obtained with our mock loop 

show a good correspondence, in terms of wave morphology, with both the typical in vivo 

curves and the results obtained by Ritchie and colleagues. The bumps that are present in our 

curves during the systole are mainly due to the oscillations in the atrial pressure caused by 
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the dilatation of the left ventricle, which does not apply for Ritchie’s mock, wherein valve 

samples are housed within rigid conduits. 
 

 

Figure 3.7. Trans-mitral pressure difference across the mitral valve in the presented mock loop 

(Left) and in the system developed by Ritchie et al. [67] (Right). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. A-D: 2D echographic images showing the closed (A, C) and opened (B, D) mitral valve. 

Both the anterior and the posterior mitral leaflet (aML, pML) are clearly visible, as well as the 

papillary muscles (PM) and the chordae tendineae (CT). E: M-mode echo of the mitral valve 

during the opening and closing phase. F-G: Endoscopic images showing the closed (F) and 

opened (G) mitral valve.  
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One expert cardiologist and one expert surgeon also performed a detailed echo and 

endoscopic analysis of the mitral valve function (Figure 3.8). Despite being qualitative, this 

analysis aimed at evaluating the proper functioning of the mitral valve in the mock loop. 

As these images demonstrate, the mitral valve appears to be perfectly competent and 

there is no evidence of leaflet prolapse. Indeed, the M-mode echo (Figure 3.8, E) shows a very 

good leaflet coaptation depth during systole, as well as a proper leaflet opening during 

diastole. This observation is confirmed by the analysis of both the long-axis echo images 

(Figure 3.8, A-D) and the endoscopic images (Figure 3.8, F-G). In particular, the reported 

frames show that, during the systole, the chordae tendineae are tensioned.  

 

 

 

3.4 Discussion 

In principle, the use of integral heart structures in in vitro tests of heart valve hydrodynamics 

is intrinsically superior with respect to the use of excised valvular structures mounted in 

artificial structures. Indeed, maintaining the whole structural continuity of the natural heart 

tissues offers the possibility to replicate the physiological and/or surgical scenarios in a way 

that is hardly attainable otherwise. In practice, however, obtaining satisfying performances by 

a whole-heart in vitro apparatus is a demanding task of biomechanical design, which involves 

finding a suitable trade-off among highly heterogeneous specifications concerning 

hemodynamic likelihood, sample handling, surgical and imaging access, standardization, 

reproducibility, etc. 

In this Chapter we presented a novel reliable and cost-effective mock loop, suitable for 

hosting an entire explanted swine heart activated as a passive structure by an external 

mechanical pump. Thanks to a model-aided design process, the system was capable of 

replicating flow and pressure waveforms that resembled the typical in vivo ones, while 

allowing the acquisition of high-quality echo and endoscopic images of the cardiac valves. 

Regarding the performance of surgical procedures on the hosted heart, both the optimized 

system layout and the heart-circuit connections made the access to the valvular structures 

comparable with the operating room one.  
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A LPM was purposely developed as a simulation tool for the mock loop’s 

hydrodynamic design. With the optimized circuit layout, simulations predicted a satisfying 

hemodynamic behaviour, which was then confirmed during the experimental functional 

assessments. Indeed, most outputs of the LPM were highly resembling the respective 

experimental tracings, as qualitatively shown in Figure 3.6 and confirmed by the values of the 

RMSE coefficients. Major discrepancies were found only in the flow rate and in the ventricular 

pressure tracings, for which average values were coherent but the oscillation range was 

underestimated by the model, suggesting that the value of the ventricular compliance used in 

the model overestimated the real one. Anyhow, this was deemed acceptable in light of the 

efforts spent to adapt exponential pressure-volume relations and time constant values taken 

from the literature to model the real viscoelastic behavior of the passive LV myocardium.  

The morphology of all the experimental pressure tracings was coherent with the 

known physiological curves and the ventricular, DCS and SIS pressure peaks were 

respectively equal to 160, 140 and 120 mmHg. Some non-physiologic oscillations were 

present in the early diastole in the DCS pressure tracing; the LPM showed that the amplitude 

of these oscillations is dependent on the fluid inertia in the DCS. Indeed, the interaction 

between the inertance of the rigid hydraulic conduits downstream of the aortic valve (Ldcs and 

Lt, Figure 3.3) and the natural compliance of the aortic root (Cao) results in a non-physiological 

mass oscillation just after the closure of the valve. The DCS geometry was improved during 

the design by maximizing the inner cross section area and minimizing duct lengths; 

nonetheless, the imaging and instrumentation requirements did not allow for a complete 

removal of the related hydraulic inertance.  

The measured flow waveform had a fair physiologic resemblance, although the cycle-

averaged flow rate was 30% smaller than that imposed by the pumping system. Indeed, the 

LV distensibility caused a fluid volume sequestration at each pump cycle, which resulted in a 

reduction of the net flow delivered to the afterload circuit, still without any major distortion of 

the systolic flow waveform. The behavior of the mock loop to this respect represents a 

remarkable step forward compared to the previous works in the field [70], even if some room 

for improvement still exists to reach physiological levels of flow rate [150]. 

For what concerns the imaging, endoscopic accesses allowed for an excellent 

visualization of both the aortic and the mitral valve. The placement of the echographic probe 

directly on the myocardium enabled clinicians to easily acquire high-quality images of the 
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cardiac structures. Moreover, clinicians highlighted the increase of awareness attainable by 

the simultaneous acquisition of both endoscopic and echocardiographic images; indeed, this 

allowed a direct comparison between the two images, thus ensuring a more complete 

understanding of cardiac valves dynamics. It is worthy of note that the choice of physiologic 

saline solution in these trials was due to its transparency that permitted the endoscopic 

visualization. Nevertheless, the described system is capable of working with different fluids, 

including heparinized blood or solutions that emulate blood viscosity. Alternatively, suitable 

changes might be applied to pump frequency to compensate for viscosity mismatch, in 

obedience to the Reynolds and Womersley similitude.  

One of the limitations of this work relies in the fact that the assessment of the 

hemodynamic performance of the mock loop was only based on the analysis of the flow and 

pressure tracings. As reported in literature, this approach may not be adequate in order to 

correctly model the in vivo response, since the details of dynamic response should also be 

considered.  

 

 

The choice of dynamically pressurizing the ventricle chamber by means of an external 

pumping system ensured both low costs and simple experimental protocols, as compared to 

the use of in vitro beating heart models. The developed mock loop showed an excellent 

manageability during all the functional assessment and allowed for a high controllability and 

repeatability of the experimental conditions. On the other hand, this pumping modality 

implies a non-physiological motion of the cardiac walls during the whole cycle, which could 

directly influence the kinematics and dynamics of the heart’s sub-structures. For instance, 

papillary muscle motion might be expected to occur in a highly non-physiological way, thus 

leading to mitral valve regurgitation. Nevertheless, our results demonstrated the proper 

functioning of the mitral valve as an effective one-way valve in our mock loop, with a 

hemodynamic behavior comparable to the in vivo conditions. This result might be explained 

considering that, during the artificially generated systole, LV dilatation moves the papillary 

muscles away from the valvular plane, thus stretching the chordae tendineae just as in a 

natural systole. Anyway, this does not mean that the biomechanical, dynamic and kinematic 

behavior of the mitral valvular and sub-valvular structures strictly mimics the physiological 

one.  
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Future investigations of the 3D motion of the papillary muscles with respect to the 

mitral valvular plane during the cardiac cycle might provide further insight into mitral valve 

dynamics in the passive beating heart. 
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Evolution of the passive beating heart platform 

for TAVI applications 
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G.B., Redaelli A., Lemma M. and Antona C., “Intracardiac visualization of transcatheter aortic 

valve and valve-in-valve implantation in an in vitro passive beating heart”. JACC: Cardiovascular 

Interventions, 2013, 6(1):92-3.   
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4.1 Introduction 

Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) is nowadays the treatment of choice for non-

operable and high-risk surgical candidates with severe aortic stenosis. Given its potentially 

life-threatening complications, e.g. paravalvular leak, valve malposition, coronary obstruction, 

stroke and vascular injuries, a TAVI requires the expertise of a multidisciplinary team 

composed by cardiovascular surgeons, interventional cardiologists, perfusionists and 

anaesthesiologists [151].  

The impact of the learning curve on the outcome of the implant procedure is well 

recognised in literature [152–155]. Alli and colleagues [152] reported a significant decrease in 

intraprocedural time,  contrast and radiation dose with increasing number of procedures 

performed by physicians. Hayashida et al. [153] proved that team experience reduced major 

vascular complications in a percutaneous approach for transfemoral-TAVI. The impact of the 

learning curve on the outcome of TAVI was also analysed by Kempfert and colleagues [154], 

who reported improving mortality rates with increasing clinical experience. These studies 

pointed out how TAVI requires specific knowledge and expertise with respect to several 

aspects of the procedure, such as proper preoperative and perioperative sizing of the annulus, 

optimal positioning by use of fluoroscopic and transesophageal echocardiographic guidance, 

stepwise valve implantation with the capability for minor position adjustments.  

In this context, a training platform that allows the operators to practice in the delivery 

and deployment manoeuvre of the prosthesis could help to speed up the learning process and 

to develop a deeper awareness of TAVI-related issues. An ideal training platform should be 

simple, easily manageable and cost-effective, thus boosting its widespread use in laboratories 

as well as in hospitals. At the same time, it should mimic the in vivo operating environment 

physicians are used to, possibly providing additional features and tools aimed at enhancing 

the learning experience. With respect to this, the achievement of relevant hemodynamic 

conditions in the system, the preservation of the heart anatomy and the replication of the 

aortic valve dynamics are mandatory requirements. Moreover, with respect to imaging, a 

training platform should allow the operator to perform the implantation under standard 

guidance, i.e. angiography and/or echocardiography, and with the additional aid of 

intracardiac endoscopy, so to provide a straightforward cognition of the procedure. 
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A first step in this direction was made by de Weger and colleagues [19], who 

implanted an Edwards Sapien 26 transcatheter prosthesis (Edwards Lifesciences Inc, Irvine, 

California) into an isolated swine working-heart model under direct endoscopic visualization. 

Similarly, Quill et al. [131] implanted a CoreValve (Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, USA) within an 

isolated human heart, comparing different imaging modalities and underlining the 

tremendous educational value for patients, clinicians, and design engineers that these 

experiments can provide. Nonetheless, both these studies were performed on ex vivo 

platforms, whose complex management and high running costs limit their applicability for 

training purposes, and did not try to replicate the pathological scenario of aortic valve 

stenosis.  

The latter aspect is critical when dealing with TAVI applications, as the presence of a 

calcified structure is a fundamental reference for the implantation under fluoroscopic 

guidance. Indeed, although the aortic valve position can be identified by the only use of 

contrast agent injections, the presence of a calcified structure makes the valve easily visible 

during the whole procedure. Furthermore, a calcified valvular structure with a realistic 

morphology could help reproducing the feeling that the physician experience during a real 

deployment, thus increasing the training potential of the platform. Therefore, the 

development of an in vitro model of aortic stenosis is a challenging, yet necessary, step in 

order to replicate a scenario that is realistic and familiar for the physician. With regard to this, 

to the best of our knowledge, the only work was published by Azadani and colleagues 

[156,157], who developed a technique to simulate the stenotic degeneration of bioprosthesis. 

The proposed methodology consisted in applying BioGlue to stiffen the valve leaflets and 

simulate stenosis. Although their degenerated model showed to be quite reproducible and 

able to simulate the hemodynamic behaviour of a stenotic bioprosthesis, it did not include any 

calcific structure or radio-opaque material, and, therefore, it does not represent a valid option 

for the simulation of TAVI procedures under fluoroscopy.  

In this Chapter, the evolution of the passive beating heart platform, described in 

Chapter 3, for TAVI applications will be discussed. Indeed, the passive-heart approach 

represents a promising methodology to achieve the above mentioned requirements: realistic 

hemodynamic conditions, good anatomical representation, simulation of the pathological 

scenario, remarkable imaging capabilities, low experimental costs and manageability. The 

passive-heart platform development included both a feasibility study on a novel methodology 
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to reproduce in vitro aortic valve stenosis, and the redesign of the setup layout and 

components in order to achieve an easy and cost-effective training platform. The proficiency 

of the system was assessed by performing transcatheter aortic valve and valve-in-valve 

implantations of CoreValve valves under multimodal imaging guidance in a catheterization 

lab.  
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4.2 Optimization of the passive-heart platform for TAVI 

 In vitro model of aortic stenosis: proof of concept 

The technique we developed to simulate aortic valve stenosis (Figure 4.1) consisted in gluing 

human aortic calcified leaflets, excised from patients undergoing surgical valve replacement, 

to the healthy porcine aortic cusps. Given the use of human material, the experiments 

involving the pathological model were always performed in a hospital environment.  

The experimental protocol was as follows. Briefly, the calcified leaflets were explanted 

from patients undergoing aortic valve replacement and fixed in glutaraldehyde solution. On 

the porcine heart, aortotomy was performed 2 mm above the sinotubular junction, so to 

expose the aortic valve that was cleaned and dried with tissues. In order to stretch the leaflets 

during the gluing, stitches were applied to the Arantium nodules of each cusp. Then, the 

acrylic glue was deposited on both the aortic surface of the healthy leaflet and on the human 

calcified cusp. The calcified leaflet was then applied on the porcine cusp with tweezers, and 

pressure was applied for about 30 seconds. If necessary, more glue was deposited in regions 

that were not properly attached. Then, the glue was left drying for about 5 minutes and the 

procedure was repeated for the remaining leaflets. Finally, the valve functionality was 

checked to avoid complete gluing between adjacent leaflets or severe insufficiency due to the 

partial leaflet retraction following the gluing. In the latter case, three 6-0 stitches were applied 

at the aortic commissures in order to help the coaptation of the valve during the diastolic 

phase. Finally, the stitches on the Arantium nodules were removed and the aorta sutured.  

The reliability, efficacy and hemodynamic performance of the pathological model was 

assessed with an experimental campaign on five valves. The experiments were performed at 

70 bpm in typical systemic conditions, i.e. with aortic pressures of about 120/80 mmHg and a 

cardiac output of 4 lpm. For each sample, the hemodynamic data were acquired, averaged 

over five consecutive cycles, and processed in order to evaluate the classical indexes of aortic 

valve performance: mean and maximum pressure drop and regurgitant fraction. The 

pathological model was also used to perform TAVI procedures under both endoscopic and 

fluoroscopic guidance. 
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FIGURE 4.1: images of the developed in vitro model of aortic stenosis. 

 

 Redesign of the system 

The passive beating heart setup described in Chapter 3 was optimized with improved design 

solutions in order to obtaining an easy to use and cost-effective platform suitable for TAVI 

applications. Figure 4.2 shows two pictures of the system both in a laboratory environment 

and in a cath lab.  
 

  

FIGURE 4.2: pictures of the passive beating heart platform in the laboratory (left) and in the cath lab 

(right).  
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All the hydraulic connectors between the heart and the setup were redesigned. The new atrial 

connector consisted in a simple corrugated and extensible plastic tube, which allows for an 

easy and adjustable connection between the left atrium and the preload reservoir. Given the 

low atrial pressure, sealing of the tube is simply obtained by tying the atrial wall around the 

tube with a silicone vessel loop. As for the connection of the aorta with the afterload circuit, 

the double-cone system was replaced by a simpler and smaller connector, consisting in a 

hollowed PMMA tube to which the aorta was fixed with a tie-wrap. In both cases, the length of 

the hydraulic connections was reduced with respect to the previous design, so to minimize 

hydraulic inertances.  
 

 

FIGURE 4.3: Sequence of the apical connection procedure. Panel A shows the threaded connector, the nut 

and the dilatator. Panel B shows the dilatation of the apical hole, and panel C shows the apical connector 

after its insertion in the left ventricle.  

The novel apical connector consists in a 20 mm PMMA hollowed and threaded cylinder, which 

is forced into the ventricle through a small hole punched in the myocardium, that is 

progressively dilated (Figure 4.3). The diametric interference between the connector and the 

punched hole is conceived in order to increase the stability of the connection, thanks to the 

passive elastic response of the cardiac tissue. A PMMA nut, inserted into the left ventricle 

through the mitral valve and screwed to the apical connector, compresses the apical 
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myocardium, ensuring both mechanical stability and sealing. In some hearts, cyanoacrylate 

glue was also applied in order to seal small leaks. 

In order to allow for the execution of TAVI procedures with self-expanding valves, the 

setup was also equipped with a compact heat exchanger (Heater 300, Schego, Germany). To 

minimize the size of the overall setup, without including extra components, the heat 

exchanger was integrated within the atrial reservoir (Figure 4.2) and connected to a 

temperature-controlled switcher (430el, Eden, Italy).  

As concerns the accesses for TAVI, specific components were designed to allow the 

use of the standard 18 Fr CoreValve delivery system. Figure 4.4 shows the schematic of the 

two mock loop configurations that were developed in order to provide convenient solutions 

for different experimental needs. The first layout provided an access for the delivery system 

directly downstream the aorta, coaxially with the valve, thus allowing for a rapid and 

straightforward implantation of the valve under direct intracardiac visualization and/or echo 

guidance. On the contrary, the second configuration was designed to perform TAVI 

procedures in a catheterization lab, under fluoroscopic guidance. The access for the delivery 

system was intended to simulate a standard femoral artery access, and was therefore 

provided at the end of a 25 mm PMMA tube of about 50 cm, reproducing the gross anatomical 

features of the aortic arch and the descending aorta (curvatures, diameters, length of 

sections).  Moreover, this layout enabled the physician to operate far from the high density 

radiation region. In both configurations, compact multi positioning arms (244N, Manfrotto, 

Italy) were used to support the mock loop components and allow for their easy, accurate and 

adjustable positioning.  

Regarding imaging, in order to improve the potential benefits of intracardiac 

endoscopy the platform was equipped with a 3.6 mm fiberscope (ENF-P4, Olympus Europe, 

Hamburg, Germany), coupled with a light source (CLV-S40, Olympus Europe, Hamburg, 

Germany) and an acquisition system (OTV-S7 Digital Processor, Olympus Europe, Hamburg, 

Germany). The broadly steerable lens (±130°) and the wide field of view (85°) of this 

fiberscope allowed for very effective navigation inside the ventricle. The access for the 

fiberscope was provided just downstream the aortic valve; as for intra-ventricular and atrial 

imaging, the small diameter of the fiberscope allowed its easy insertion in the ventricular wall 

with a simple tobacco-pouch suture. 
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FIGURE 4.4: Schematic representation of the two different layouts. Left: layout for the direct implantation 

of the TAVI in the aortic root. Access is provided downstream the aortic root, coaxially with the valve. 

Right: system layout for the simulation of trans-femoral TAVI in the catheterization lab. Access for the 

delivery system is provided at the end of a simple plastic model of the descending aorta. SIS: systemic 

impedance simulator. PR: preload reservoir. PD: pulse duplicator.  
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4.3 Results 

 Assessment of the pathological model 

Figure 4.5 shows some representative frames of the pathological valve model that were 

acquired in the experimental assessments with both endoscopy and fluoroscopy. The 

methodology that was developed to simulate in vitro aortic valve stenosis showed to be 

reliable, as none of the tested samples showed detachment of the glued calcific leaflets from 

the cusps or other oddities. Moreover, the leaflets were clearly visible under fluoroscopy, thus 

representing a constant reference for the physician during TAVI.  
 

 

FIGURE 4.5: representative snapshots of the developed pathological model tested in the mock loop. Images 

acquired with endoscopy (A-C) and with fluoroscopy (D-E). 
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The single-sample results of the hemodynamic evaluation of the pathological model, which 

was carried out in dynamic working conditions, are reported in Figure 4.6. Average values of 

the hemodynamic parameters, averaged over the five samples and expressed as median 

(interquartile range) were:  18 mmHg (14-39) for the mean pressure drop, 43 mmHg (32-78) 

for the maximum pressure drop and 11% (4-11) for the regurgitant fraction. As it is clearly 

visible from both the standard deviations and the trend in Figure 4.6, the variability of the 

pathological model in terms of hemodynamic performance was relevant. 

When looking at the single-sample results (Figure 4.6), the proposed methodology 

was able to induce mild aortic stenosis in the first three valves, while in the last two severe 

aortic stenosis was successfully achieved [158]. For these two samples, as specified in 

paragraph 4.2.2, three stitches were applied at the commissures of the valve to reduce its 

annulus and avoid severe insufficiency, since the gluing protocol induced leaflet retraction. As 

for aortic regurgitation, mild levels of aortic valve insufficiency were induced in all the valves 

by the procedure [159].  

 

 

FIGURE 4.6: Single-sample (#i) results of the hemodynamic assessment of the developed in vitro 

pathological model. ∆Pmax: maximum systolic pressure drop. ∆Pmean: mean systolic pressure drop. RF%: 

regurgitant fraction.  
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 Intracardiac visualization of transcatheter aortic valve and valve-in-valve 

implantation 

The passive beating heart platform in the A configuration with reference to Figure 4.4, i.e. 

without a model of the descending aorta, was used  to record i) a standard TAVI of a 29mm 

CoreValve and ii) a valve-in-valve procedure of a 26mm CoreValve implanted within a 23mm 

Hancock II® (Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, USA). For these experiments, the pathological model 

was not adopted and the procedure was carried out under endoscopic guidance.  

Freshly explanted porcine hearts were obtained from a local abattoir and housed in 

the mock loop. The system was filled with saline solution at 37°C and physiological 

hemodynamic conditions, i.e. 70 bpm heart rate, 120/80 mmHg arterial pressure and ≈4 Lpm 

mean flow, were set. The implant protocol adopted for both the standard TAVI and the valve-

in-valve procedure was as follows. Firstly, a guide-wire was inserted into the left ventricle 

through the ascending aorta to facilitate the positioning of the delivery catheter across the 

aortic valve. Then, the outer sheath was partially withdrawn until a proper positioning was 

achieved and the CoreValve was completely released. Since in these experiments the calcific 

pathological model was not used, balloon valvuloplasty was not performed; nevertheless, 

there is no technical contraindication with respect to the performance of this procedure.  

The movies are available in the online-only Data Supplement of the published paper 

[160] and show the TAVI and the valve-in-valve procedures in detail, with views from both 

the left ventricle and the aorta (in Figure 4.7 and 4.8, representative snapshots from the valve 

in valve procedure are reported).  
 

 

 

FIGURE 4.7: Snapshots of the transcatheter aortic valve (Aortic View). Open (left) and closed (right) valve. 
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FIGURE 4.8: Snapshots of the valve-in-valve procedure (Left Ventricle View). (A) The delivery catheter is 

positioned across the Hancock II bioprosthesis. (B) The outer sheath is partially withdrawn, and (C) the 

CoreValve starts to flare outwards. (D and E) The valve is released, and (F) the delivery catheter is 

retracted. Movies are available as online supplements of the published paper [160]. 

 

 

 Simulation of TAVI procedures in calcified valves under both fluoroscopic 

and endoscopic guidance 

TAVI procedures were also performed using the passive beating heart platform, with the 

pathological model of aortic stenosis, in a catheterization lab (Figure 4.4, layout B). For these 

experiments, simultaneous fluoroscopy guidance and intracardiac endoscopic visualization 

were provided to the physicians.  

The experimental procedure was the same as the one described in paragraph 4.3.2, 

with the addition of balloon valvuloplasty that was usually performed after the deployment to 

better expand the CoreValve and facilitate its proper opening in the calcified aortic valve. 

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show some representative snapshots of the procedure obtained with 

fluoroscopy and intracardiac endoscopy, respectively. 
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FIGURE 4.9: Fluoroscopic images obtained during the TAVI procedure on the pathological model. (A) The 

guide wire was inserted into the ventricle, with the pigtail positioned on the valve and the delivery 

catheter in the thoracic aorta. (B) The delivery catheter was positioned across the calcified aortic valve. 

(C-E) The outer sheath was partially withdrawn, the CoreValve started to flare outwards and was then 

released. (F) Angiography was performed, showing a significant leakage. (G) Hence, balloon valvuloplasty 

was performed trying to better expand the CoreValve and reduce the leakage. (H) Then, another 

angiography was performed showing a significantly reduced leakage. (I) The catheters were finally 

retracted and the TAVI procedure was concluded. 
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FIGURE 4.9: Representative endoscopic images obtained during the TAVI procedure on the pathological 

model. (A-B) The delivery catheter was positioned across the calcified aortic valve. (C-D) The valve was 

deployed withdrawing the outer sheath. (E) After the release, as confirmed by angiography (figure 4.8, F), 

the valve exhibited a significant regurgitation due to the presence of a central orifice. (F) Balloon 

valvuloplasty was performed to better expand the CoreValve. (G-H) Aortic view of the CoreValve after the 

expansion with the balloon, showing proper functioning. (I) Ventricular view of the valve, confirming 

proper diastolic closure.  
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4.4 Discussion 

In this Chapter, the evolution for TAVI applications of the passive beating heart platform 

presented in Chapter 3 was described. Our goal was to develop a platform capable of 

simulating the typical environment physicians are working with when performing TAVI, in 

order to provide them with a multi-functional tool that could be used for training, research 

and educational purposes. The key requirements for our design were the possibility of 

performing multimodal imaging, the simulation of the anatomo-morphological environment 

and the achievement of physiologic hemodynamic conditions in a simple, reliable and cost-

effective system. Thanks to the design solutions that were implemented, the passive beating 

heart platform was profitably used to perform TAVI under fluoroscopic guidance and 

simultaneous intracardiac visualization in a catheterization lab. An in vitro model of aortic 

stenosis was also developed, assessed, and used in the simulated TAVI procedures to mimic 

the real pathological scenario.  

The experimental sessions that were carried out in the catheterization lab involved 

several experienced operators, proctors and representatives of Medtronic, who were 

interested in the system for both training and marketing purposes. Their feedbacks were very 

positive, with special regard to the realism of the  simulated clinical scenario and to the 

possibility of performing the implantation under multimodal imaging guidance. The 

intracardiac movies that were recorded in the tests have a high educational relevance for both 

physicians and design engineers, as they allow for an immediate and accurate investigation of 

the transcatheter valve deployment steps and functioning. In particular, key factors such as 

height of implant, valve positioning, size mismatch and interactions with the surrounding 

structures (mitral-aortic junction, anterior mitral leaflet and coronary ostia) could be directly 

evaluated. Indeed, the immediacy and the insight that intrinsically characterize a movie are 

way higher than those provided by other imaging techniques, such as fluoroscopy or echo. 

Also, the possibility of simultaneously comparing these different imaging modalities allows 

for a better understanding of the implantation procedure and may increase the awareness of 

physicians and designers with respect to clinically relevant issues.  

The important role that visualization studies can play for the development of 

transcatheter procedures has been already pointed out in literature by many researchers. The 

group of Mihaljevic recently proposed and tested in animal models an innovative 
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methodology to perform direct endoscopy-guided procedures [12,161], while other groups 

used ex vivo platforms to record intracardiac movies of both TAVI and valve repair procedures 

[16,19,131,132]. Our results were comparable to those obtained by these research groups, 

thus demonstrating the efficacy of the developed passive beating heart platform.  

The main innovation our passive-heart system introduced with respect to the state of 

the art relies in the possibility of performing these investigations in a cost-effective manner, 

with experimental protocols that are extremely simple as compared to both ex vivo and 

animal models. Indeed, our platform does not require expensive equipment such as blood gas 

analyzers, oxygenators, blood filters, ECG etc. Also, the hearts we used were harvested from 

slaughtered pigs, thus without involving any ethical issue. Furthermore, the typical 

experimental cost (excluding labor) associated with a passive-heart platform is about 25€, 

which is negligible if compared to both ex vivo and animal models which are typically two 

orders of magnitude more expensive [70]. Moreover, the design solutions that were 

implemented made the system compact, versatile and reliable, thus allowing its use either in a 

laboratory environment or in a catheterization lab. With this respect, the new heart 

connectors did not require any surgical act or expensive disposable material, and allowed for 

a significant reduction of the preparation time, from 2 hours to about 45 min, when the 

stenosis was not reproduced in vitro. The new apical connector also showed an improved 

mechanical stability and a better sealing, thus allowing for the use of higher stroke volumes 

on the piston pump that resulted in higher achievable cardiac outputs (up to 5 lpm). 

As regards the in vitro model of aortic stenosis that was developed, our main goal was 

to provide the physicians with a clear reference for TAVI under fluoroscopic guidance. At the 

same time, we aimed at mimicking the real morphology of a stenotic valve [162], stiffening the 

leaflets so to better reproduce the complex environment the transcatheter valve is subject to 

during both deployment and functioning. The experimental assessment demonstrated the 

efficacy of the proposed methodology. The gluing ensured a simple, stable and reliable 

fixation of the excised calcified leaflets to the native porcine cusps, both in normal working 

conditions and during the execution of TAVI procedures. The calcified leaflets were also 

clearly visible under fluoroscopy, thus providing the physician with an easily identifiable 

reference for the implantation and simulating in a very realistic way the scenario of a real 

TAVI performed on patients. Anyhow, the experimental procedure for the preparation of the 

stenotic model is time-consuming and requires the execution of several surgical acts, thus 
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representing a serious drawback in the view of developing a simple and user-friendly training 

platform.  

The hemodynamic characterization of the stenotic model also highlighted the limited 

reproducibility of the adopted methodology. Indeed, out of five tested valves, severe aortic 

stenosis was achieved only in two cases, while mild stenosis was measured in the other 

samples. These relevant differences in the valve performance could be explained by several 

aspects. First, the characteristics of the excised calcified leaflets, in terms of both shape and 

morphology, differed from sample to sample. Moreover, a fine control of the actual position of 

the calcific leaflet during the gluing is hardly attainable. Finally, differently from a real stenotic 

valve in which the aortic annulus and the root are also calcified, our pathological model only 

stiffen the valve leaflets. This difference may result in a limited reduction of the valve orifice 

area, and therefore in mild alterations of the systolic pressure drops, as compared to the real 

stenotic valve. Indeed, the mobility of the aortic leaflets is strongly determined by the 

mechanical properties of the leaflets insertion region, which in our model was only partially 

affected by the gluing of the calcific leaflets. The best results in terms of induced degree of 

stenosis were obtained for the two samples in which three stitches were applied at the valve 

commissures to correct for the evidence of aortic valve insufficiency. This surgical act is well 

known in the clinical practice, and previous in vitro studies [107,163] showed how it induces 

an increased mean systolic pressure drop.  

The model of aortic root and descending aorta that was adopted in our study was an 

extremely simplified representation of the real patient anatomy, and was only intended to 

mimic the typical layout of a transfemoral access. Nonetheless, our system is prone to the use 

of more realistic and patient-specific models of the vascular bed that would increase the 

training potential of the setup and allow further insights on the delivery procedure and on the 

catheters design and function. With respect to these aspects, an interesting future 

development of the proposed platform may be inspired by some recently published 

contributions, in which the design and characterization of rapid-prototyped patient specific 

models of both arteries and valves was carried out [164–167]. Another interesting 

development may consist in implementing new design solutions to enable the execution of 

transapical TAVI procedures. This would require either the relocation of the pump connection 

from the apex to another region of the left ventricle, or the design of an appropriate access 

port in the apical connector to allow the insertion of the delivery system.  
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In conclusion, our platform shows to be a promising tool for studying the TAVI 

deployment manoeuvres and their effects on the immediate outcome of the procedure. The 

simple design, the manageability and the cost-effectiveness in daily-use make it an ideal 

candidate as a widely-spread platform for training and research purposes in the field of 

minimally-invasive procedures. 
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5.1 Improving the ventricular behaviour: external actuation of 

the heart 

As already discussed in the previous Chapters, in order to represent valuable models, in vitro 

platforms must effectively replicate the in vivo environment in which the tested device will 

operate once implanted. In recent years, the spreading of reparative, minimally-invasive and 

transcatheter techniques [49,52,136,168], and the increased adoption of mechanical 

circulatory support [169,170], called for the development of more realistic in vitro 

apparatuses. Indeed, for these applications, being able to model the anatomical and functional 

interactions between the implanted device or repaired structure and the in vivo environment 

is crucial.  

Chapter 2 presented a summary of the main approaches described in literature to 

address these issues, i.e. the use of ex vivo beating heart models [7,8,130], or the integration of 

passive excised biological samples into artificial in vitro setups [63,65,70]. The latter 

methodology is currently evolving from the sole use of excised valves, either aortic  or mitral 

[65,66,96], towards the design of platforms able to house entire passive hearts [70,120,171].  

Consistently with this panorama, the development of an in vitro passive-heart 

platform [171] and its use for the simulation of TAVI procedures [160] were described in 

Chapter 3 and 4, respectively. The design principle that we adopted, and that was firstly 

proposed by Richards [70], consisted in connecting the ventricular chamber through its apex 

to an external pulsatile pumping system, to attain a cyclical pressurization of its inner volume. 

This approach was shown to closely replicate physiological hemodynamic conditions, to allow 

the simulation of reparative and transcatheter procedures and to allow for echo and 

endoscopic imaging. Nevertheless, this methodology presents some drawbacks that limit its 

applicability. Firstly, it causes a paradoxical motion of the left ventricular walls during the 

cardiac cycle. Indeed, the ventricle dilates during systole due to the increased pressure, and 

deflate during diastole due to the retrograde motion of the piston pump. Furthermore, since 

the fluid flow is provided through the apex, an altered fluid dynamic field inside the left 

ventricle is ingenerated. 

In order to overcome these limitations, the direct mechanical ventricular actuation 

may represent an interesting approach, aimed at better mimicking the physiologic dynamic 

behavior of the ventricles. The principle of directly actuating the ventricles has been proposed 
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in literature for a wide range of clinical applications, such as prolonged total circulatory 

support during ventricular fibrillation, resuscitation following cardiac arrest, circulatory 

support following ischemia and/or myocardial infarction, in vivo organ preservation [172–

174]. The two main methodologies that were explored were the cardiomyoplasty technique, 

consisting in wrapping autologous electrostimulated muscles flaps around the ventricle, and 

the implantation of artificial devices applying compression forces on the failing heart. 

Cardiomyoplasty was proposed by Carpentier et al. [175,176], but the lack of a clear survival 

advantage in the long-term have limited its adoption for patients with end-stage heart failure 

[177,178]. 

Regarding the development of artificial devices, in 1965 Anstadt et al. firstly 

introduced an epicardial compression device for cardiopulmonary resuscitation [179]. The 

device consisted in an elliptically shaped cup that fit over both ventricles, was attached to the 

heart by means of vacuum, and featured an inflatable inner diaphragm compressing the heart. 

The hemodynamic effectiveness of direct mechanical ventricular actuation using this device 

was demonstrated by later investigations, which showed significant improvements both in 

terms of cardiac output and mean arterial pressure [180,181]. However, technical limitations 

of the Anstadt cup, e.g. the lack of synchronization with the heartbeat, significantly limited its 

clinical adoption.  

The potential of the direct ventricular actuation methodologies was confirmed in more 

recent years by the interest of both industry and research groups. Abiomed (Danvers, MA) 

developed the Heart Booster, a device for long-term ventricular support [182], and its 

pediatric equivalent, the PediBooster [183]. Toki Corporation (Tokio, Japan) recently 

developed the BioMetal Helix, an electrically-activated helical coiled spring acting as an 

artificial muscle to compress the heart, reproducing the principle of cardiomyoplasty [184]. 

Cardio Technologies (Pine Brook, NJ) also designed a ventricular support device to stabilize 

the acutely failing heart [185], while Wang and colleagues proposed an electro hydraulic 

system to assist the myocardium [186].  

Some research groups also applied the principle of direct ventricular actuation to the 

design of in vitro mock circulatory loops, developing systems with polymeric ventricles that 

were externally compressed to generate the desired cardiac outputs [27,187,188]. 

Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, the principle of direct ventricular actuation has 
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never been applied to the development of in vitro passive-heart platforms, i.e. actuating the 

ventricle of entire non-contractile hearts. 

In this Chapter, we describe a novel in vitro platform able to house an entire porcine 

heart and to mimic the pulsatile pumping function of the left heart through the external 

dynamic pressurization of the ventricular walls. This represents the complementary approach 

with respect to that of internally pressurizing the ventricular chamber, and is intended to 

better simulate the dynamic behaviour of the ventricular walls. In order to demonstrate the 

potential of the developed system as a platform for device testing, an example application is 

reported, where the AV function under cf-LVAD support was analysed. 

 

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

 Design of the mock loop 

The functioning principle of the in vitro platform (Figure 5.1) is to drive the motion of the 

ventricular walls throughout the cardiac cycle, thus replicating its cyclic pumping function. To 

achieve this goal, the system should be able to selectively pressurize the left ventricle, while 

the atria should be excluded from external loads.  
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FIGURE 5.1. Schematic of the passive-heart platform: piston pump (PP), fluid-filled chamber (FFC), 

vacuum seal (VS), vacuum pump (VP), afterload module (AL), reservoir (R), centrifugal pump (CP), 

preload module (PL), starling resistor (SR). 

 

The setup (Figure 5.2) comprises a fluid-filled chamber (FFC) in which the ventricles of a 

swine heart are housed. The FFC is composed of a cylinder ended by two plastic plates that 

are kept together by three threaded rods, and is connected to a computer-controlled piston 

pump (PP) (ETB32, Parker Hannifin, The Netherlands), that cyclically injects/withdraws fluid 

into/out of the FFC, hence directly actuating the ventricular walls.  
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FIGURE 5.2. Pictures of the platform. 

 

To achieve the selective pressurization of the ventricle, we developed an ad hoc rapid-

prototyped vacuum seal (VS), printed with a Polyjet technology (Materialise NV, Leuven, 

Belgium).  This design ensures the sealing of the FFC around the coronary sulcus and 

constrains the heart so as to avoid its axial displacement under pressure. In this way, proper 

cyclic actuation of the ventricle is possible. The VS design was based on anatomical measures 

carried out on seven porcine hearts, to characterize their typical anatomy and size. It has an 

ellipsoidal shape and features two flexible lips that allow it to easily adapt to the unavoidable 

variability in hearts’ dimensions and shapes. The connection to the vacuum pump (VP) (Air 

Admiral; Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA) is ensured through a circular channel in the FFC 

upper plate, which interconnects the radial holes of the VS that apply suction on the coronary 

sulcus epicardium. In order to further improve the stability of the heart, thus avoiding any 

residual bending and displacement under pressure, the heart apex is fixed to the bottom plate 

of the FFC by means of a rigid adjustable connector.  

As for the hydraulic part of the mock circulatory loop, the aorta is connected to a 

windkessel afterload module (AL), designed to mimic the human systemic input impedance. 

In particular, the afterload circuit consists of a compliant polyurethane tube, designed to 

match the in-vivo aortic pressure wave speed, and an adjustable RCR model. The outflow of 

the AL drains into a reservoir (R), from which the fluid is pumped to the preload module (PL) 

by means of a centrifugal pump (CP) (Bio-Pump® Plus; Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The 
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PL is connected to the left atrium through a compliant silicone tube, and is designed to control 

the atrial pressure using an adjustable Starling resistance (SR) overflow [8]. 

Accesses for endoscopic visualization and/or transcatheter procedures are provided 

in the AL through the aortic polyurethane tube, while the FFC enables the connection of 

LVADs, the execution of intracardiac endoscopy and the simulation of transcatheter apical 

procedures. 

 

 Hemodynamic assessment 

Fresh entire swine hearts were obtained from the slaughterhouse and were examined to 

verify the absence of damages and/or pathologies. Preparation consisted in the ligation of the 

coronary arteries to avoid fluid loss towards the right atrium, and in the connection of the left 

heart vessels to ad-hoc designed plastic connectors. The heart apex was also fixed to the 

respective connector. 

The FFC was then filled with saline (0.9% NaCl) to avoid oedema, and the heart was 

housed in the mock loop with the ventricles submerged in the FFC. Once a correct positioning 

of the heart was achieved, i.e. with the coronary sulcus aligned with the VS, the vacuum pump 

was switched on and set to 500 mmHg of vacuum pressure. After proper sealing of the heart 

was ensured, the FFC was completely de-aired and, if necessary, fluid was added or removed 

from the FFC in order to achieve a zero pressure acting on the ventricles in the end-diastolic 

configuration. The aorta and the left atrium were then connected to the AL and the PL 

respectively, and the circulatory loop was filled with saline solution, while the right heart was 

left empty. The PP was then gradually activated and the circulatory loop was set to replicate 

physiologic conditions. In particular, the RCR module was tuned to obtain physiological aortic 

pressure tracings (120/80 mmHg), and the stroke volume of the pump was adjusted in order 

to get the desired flow rate (about 4 l/min).  

Pressures were monitored in the left atrium, in the left ventricle and downstream the 

AV with solid state sensors (P10EZ-1; Becton Dickinson Medical, Franklin Lakes, USA). The 

perivascular sensor for the measure of the pulsatile aortic flow (MA28PAX; Transonic Systems 

Inc., Ithaca, USA) was integrated in the aortic connector, while the mean cardiac output was 

measured at the outlet of the AL circuit (HFM-09-1; LifeTec Group, Eindhoven, The 
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Netherlands). Hemodynamic data were acquired at 1 kHz using a data-acquisition board (PCI 

6221; National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and running dedicated software (LabVIEW 7.1, 

National Instruments). 

 

 Pilot study: AV opening in cf-LVAD support 

To show the potential of the developed system as a flexible and effective platform to carry out 

research and visualization studies with cardiac devices, in this paper we present a pilot 

experiment in which a clinical issue was addressed, the interaction between cf-LVAD support 

and AV functioning. Indeed, clinical data showed that patients under prolonged cf-LVAD 

support exhibit improper AV function [189–193]. These alterations are related to the level of 

support and are due to the different hemodynamic environment that the aortic root functional 

unit is subject to, i.e. dampened aortic pulsatility, increased aortic pressure, decreased left 

ventricular pressure. This scenario leads to higher pressure load on the leaflets, changes in 

aortic flow dynamics [190], altered valve opening [191], dilatation of the annulus [194], and 

may eventually result in cusps fusion [189,193] and AV insufficiency [59,60,190].  

In this preliminary experiment we aimed at replicating in vitro the acute post-

operative scenario after the implantation of a cf-LVAD, in order to assess the potential of the 

passive-heart platform for device-testing applications. The hemodynamic and kinematic 

alterations experienced by the AV were simulated, for different pump speeds, by acquiring 

hydrodynamic quantities and high speed video recordings of the valve. A MicroMed deBakey 

LVAD (MicroMed Technology Inc., Houston, TX, USA) was connected to the apex of the heart 

through an access in the FFC bottom plate, and ejected directly into the aorta. In order to 

simulate a realistic clinical scenario, the mock circulatory loop was adjusted to simulate 

cardiogenic shock hemodynamic conditions, i.e. hypotensive conditions with a cardiac output 

of 3 l/min (Figure 5.4). Then, the LVAD was switched on and pump speed was progressively 

increased from 7.500 to 12.500 RPM in 500 RPM steps, without changing any of the settings of 

the mock circulatory loop. Using a 10 mm endoscope (Olympus Europe, Hamburg, Germany), 

coupled with a high-speed camera (MotionScope M5C; IDT Vision, Tallahassee, FL, USA) and a 

light source (Xenon Nova, 300W; Storz GmbH & Co. KG, Tuttlingen, Germany), AV motion was 

recorded at 200 fps for every experimental condition, together with hemodynamic data. 
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Based on these recordings, the mean AV pressure load and duty cycle, i.e. the fraction of time 

in which the AV is open during each cardiac cycle, were computed [30]. 
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5.3 Validation of the system 

 Mock loop hemodynamic assessment 

Figure 5.3 shows a representative example of the pressure and flow tracings measured in the 

mock loop, that were consistent with typical systemic in vivo waveforms. In particular, the 

aortic pressure was in the 125/75 mmHg range, ventricular pressure was in the 125/5 mmHg 

range, while the mean atrial pressure was about 18 mmHg. Regarding the pumping action of 

the platform, left ventricular stroke volumes of about 65 ml were generated, leading to cardiac 

outputs up to 4.5 L/min, with aortic peak flows of 25-30 L/min. The hemodynamic conditions 

of the mock loop were easily adjustable by tuning the AL and the PL and by changing the PP 

settings, and the beat rate could be increased up to 120 bpm. 
 

 

FIGURE 5.3. Representative pressures (top) and flow (bottom) tracings measured in the mock loop. Pat: 

atrial pressure. Pv: ventricular pressure. Pao: aortic pressure. 
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 LVAD study 

The acute post-operative scenario following the implantation of a cf-LVAD was simulated with 

the passive-heart platform. Figure 5.4 shows the pressure tracings measured in the simulated 

shock condition and at maximum support. Mean aortic pressure increased from 62 mmHg to 

93 mmHg at full pump speed, with a significantly reduced pulse pressure (from about 50 

mmHg to 15 mmHg). High levels of support also induced negative pressures in both the left 

atrium and ventricle.  

  

FIGURE 5.4. Measured pressures tracings in the cf-LVAD experiment under simulated shock conditions 

(top) and full support (bottom). Pat: atrial pressure. Pv: ventricular pressure. Pao: aortic pressure. 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the computed AV pressure load and duty cycle for the different levels of 

support. As expected, the pressure load acting on the AV increased with increasing pump 

speed, while the AV duty cycle decreased from physiological levels at no support to zero for 

pump speeds higher than 12.000 rpm. The high-speed video recordings confirmed these 

findings and allowed the visualization of AV behaviour for the different levels of support. 

Figure 5.6 shows the instances of the AV at its maximum opening for all the tested pump 

speeds. Consistent with the hemodynamic data, which show a null duty cycle at full support, 
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the AV remained permanently closed only for pump speeds higher than 12.000 rpm. At 

11.500 rpm, with a duty cycle of about 5%, AV opening did occur, but without a complete 

leaflet separation in the commissural region. At 11.000 rpm and lower, with duty cycles 

higher than 10%, the valve commissures separated completely at peak systole. 
 

 

FIGURE 5.5. Mean aortic valve pressure load (mmHg) and duty cycle (%) for all the tested condition: 

physiologic systemic conditions (Physio), heart failure (HF), and different pump speeds. 

 

FIGURE 5.6. Snapshots of the aortic valve at maximum opening recorded with the high speed camera for 

all the tested conditions. 
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5.4 Discussion 

In this paper, we described a novel in vitro platform, able to house an entire swine heart and 

to simulate its pumping function by driving the motion of the ventricular walls during the 

cardiac cycle through their dynamic external pressurization. The rationale of the work was to 

develop a system capable of merging the advantages of the classical hydraulic mock loops, 

with the preservation of the heart anatomy and with a better mimicking of the in vivo 

pumping action of the heart with respect to the state-of-the-art passive-heart simulators. The 

mock loop was able to replicate physiological hemodynamic conditions, both in terms of 

pressure and flow tracings, and showed to be an effective platform for both device-testing and 

visualization studies.  

In the experimental assessment, the morphology of all the experimental tracings 

resembled the typical in vivo waveforms. The aortic pressure showed a sharp systolic 

pressure rise, a dicrotic notch and a smooth diastolic fall. Similarly, the ventricular and atrial 

pressure waveforms were as expected, without remarkable oddities. In addition, the 

measured flow rates were comparable with other in vitro state-of-the-art setups [8,171]. 

Concerning valve function (Figure 5.7), endoscopic visualization of the AV showed proper 

leaflet coaptation and an opening phase qualitatively consistent with other investigations 

[7,62,63]. Visual inspection of the mitral valve confirmed its continence in all the experimental 

conditions. However, with increasing stroke volumes, the anterior mitral leaflet progressively 

exhibited a remarkable prolapse in most of the tested hearts, which occurred without any 

apparent fluid regurgitation. This behaviour was possibly due to a less-than-physiological 

tension of the chordae tendineae, caused by the absence of the papillary muscle function, 

given by the non-contractility of the myocardium. This effect showed to become more 

relevant when the ventricular wall motion was more pronounced, i.e. for higher stroke 

volumes.  

From a technical viewpoint, the main challenge of the proposed approach was the 

achievement of an optimal sealing of the pressurized fluid chamber around the coronary 

sulcus. With respect to this, the design of the flexible rapid-prototyped vacuum seal allowed 

for an easy, efficient and reliable sealing of the pressurized chamber around the ventricles, 

enabling physiological ventricular stroke volumes. Together with the adjustable circulatory 
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loop, this ultimately led to the achievement of appropriate hemodynamic conditions in the 

setup, with respect to both physiological and pathological scenarios.  
 

 

FIGURE 5.7. Representative snapshots of both the aortic (1) and mitral (2-3) valve, recorded with the high 

speed camera. Line 2 shows the mitral valve with a stroke volume of about 50 ml, showing proper 

coaptation and a physiological behaviour. The bottom line shows the mitral valve for stroke volumes of 65 

ml, with the last snapshot (bottom right) highlighting the prolapse of the anterior leaflet due to the 

absence of papillary muscle function. 

 

Regarding the behavior of the passive left ventricle, the proposed platform represents a more 

realistic model of the in vivo ventricular dynamics if compared to the state-of-the-art passive-

heart mock loops, based upon the internal pressurization of the ventricular chamber, avoiding 

any paradox behavior of the ventricular walls [70,171]. However, the complex in vivo 

ventricular physiology that involves a specific distributed, three-dimensional dynamic 

myocardial contraction with ventricular twisting cannot be mimicked with the proposed 

approach, which only involves applying a uniform and simultaneous pressure on the whole 

ventricle epicardium. Similarly, atrial contraction is absent, as the left atrium is not subject to 

any external load and is only provided with a controlled filling pressure through the preload 

circuit.  

The LVAD pilot experiment was meant to demonstrate the potential of the developed 

mock loop for research, device testing and visualization studies. The passive-heart platform 
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was able to effectively simulate the post-operative scenario, allowing hemodynamic 

measurements with simultaneous visualization of the AV under well controllable 

experimental conditions. In particular, the hemodynamic and kinematic effects of different 

levels of mechanical support on the AV function were assessed, obtaining results that are 

coherent with both clinical observations [191] and published in vitro studies [30]. Moreover, 

the possibility of performing high speed video acquisitions allows deeper insights on the 

kinematic and morphological alterations that cf-LVAD induce on the AV function. In this 

experiment, we analyzed AV opening and showed, for duty cycles smaller than 10%, how the 

AV opens without complete separation of the AV leaflets. This phenomenon only seems to 

occur in a very narrow pump speed range, just below the speed at which valve opening is 

completely inhibited (12000 rpm in our test). This finding may suggest that, for some 

patients, a fine tuning of the cf-LVAD speed may prevent altered AV opening, still without 

significantly impairing the support that is given to the patient.  

With respect to the clinical gold standard for the evaluation of heart valve diseases, 

echo imaging, the described setup showed some limitations. Indeed, the access to the heart 

was inhibited by the presence of the rigid chamber around the ventricles; however, the 

acquisition of the most common views is technically feasible using a transesophageal probe 

placed on the left atrium surface. The design of an ad-hoc port for standard echo probes in the 

fluid-filled chamber may significantly facilitate the performance of echo imaging on the heart. 

Future developments of the proposed platform may also address its evolution into a 4-

chamber model of the circulation, facing the challenge of properly managing the different 

compliances of the ventricles. Moreover, a better simulation of the in vivo ventricular 

dynamics may be achieved with an appropriate and controlled motion of the heart apex, 

which might be mechanically actuated modifying the existing apical holder. As for the LVAD 

study, the main limitation lies in the fact that the fluid used, i.e. saline, did not mimic the blood 

rheology, thus potentially introducing a bias in our findings. Anyway, the mock loop is capable 

of working with any fluid, including blood. Also, the outflow graft was used to connect the 

outflow of the LVAD to the aorta was longer than the set of tubes and cannulae used in 

patients.  

In conclusion, the proposed in vitro mock circulatory loop represents a valid and cost-

effective platform for a wide range of purposes, including devices-testing applications, 

simulation of valve repair or transcatheter procedures, visualization studies and training.
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Towards the development of four-chamber 

passive and beating heart platforms 
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6.1 Rationale 

The relevance of the interplays between left and right circulation is well known in literature 

and involves complex hemodynamic, functional and morphological aspects. Being able to 

model these aspects is crucial for the study of many clinically relevant issues, such as 

biventricular heart failure [195,196], right ventricular failure secondary to left ventricular 

dysfunction [197] or cf-LVAD implantation [198–200], tricuspid regurgitation after left-sided 

valvular surgery [201–203], inter-ventricular conduction delays [204–206], inter-ventricular 

shunts [207,208].  

As discussed in Chapter 2, these issues have been addressed by several researchers, 

who developed hybrid closed-loop in vitro mock ups of the whole circulation 

[41,42,44,89,209]. These platforms are able to provide a very controllable environment, in 

which variations in the heart contractile behavior can be mimicked and the hemodynamic 

interplays between left and right circulation can be assessed. Nonetheless, given the purely 

hydraulic nature of these platforms, their use was substantially limited to the hemodynamic 

assessment of mechanical circulatory support devices [26,28,87,90,210]. Indeed, in order to 

simulate the minimally-invasive closure of septal defects, or investigate the effects of left-

sided surgeries on the right-heart valves, or even to study resynchronization therapies, being 

able to model the heart anatomy, morphology and physiology is fundamental.  

Regarding these issues, as shown in the previous Chapters, ex vivo models 

undoubtedly represent the best solution in order to achieve a very close simulation of the in 

vivo scenario. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, none of the state-of-the-art ex vivo 

models is capable of working in a 4-chamber closed-loop configuration. De Hart and 

colleagues presented some preliminary results of an ex vivo two-chamber working pig heart-

lung model [211], and claimed their PhysioHeart platform to be able to work in a 4-chamber 

open-loop working heart mode. Chinchoy and Hill also published two papers describing four-

chamber open-loop beating heart experiments using large heart models [7,9]. However, the 

hemodynamics that were achieved in these latter investigations were far from physiologic, as 

extremely simplified models were used for both the preloads and the afterloads.  

An alternative option, that allows for the preservation of the cardiac anatomy and 

morphology, is represented by the in vitro passive-heart approach. Indeed, this methodology 

could potentially overcome the anatomical limitations of the state-of-the-art hydraulic mock 
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loops, still maintaining the possibility of a model-controlled actuation in a 4-chamber closed-

loop working mode. As described in the previous Chapters, two passive left-heart platforms 

were developed and used to perform TAVI and LVAD investigations. In both cases, the 

systems were designed and assessed in a 2-chamber open-loop working mode, i.e. neglecting 

the right-sided circulation and uncoupling the preload and afterload circuits.  

In this Chapter we present the redesign of an existing 4-chamber purely hydraulic 

model-controlled mock circulatory loop, that was developed at the Cardiovascular 

Biomechanics Laboratory of the TU/e [26]. Our challenging goal is developing a platform 

capable of working in a 4-chamber closed-loop mode with entire heart structures, being 

either passive hearts actuated by model-controlled pumps, or isolated beating hearts. Since 

the project is ongoing, this Chapter is only intended to provide the reader with an overlook of 

the current directions that the presented research is undertaking, together with preliminary 

results of a geometrical/anatomical study for a standardized hydraulic interface for the heart 

samples.   
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6.2 The TU/e model-controlled mock loop 

The existing system (Figure 6.1), whose redesign will be described in the following 

paragraphs, is an hydraulic model-controlled mock circulation loop, featuring a systemic, 

pulmonary, and coronary vascular bed [26].  

The mock circulation is actuated by two synchronized servomotor-operated piston 

pumps, acting as left and right ventricle, which are controlled using the heart model proposed 

by Bovendeerd et al. [212]. Each ventricle is constituted by a plastic chamber that includes 

two polyurethane valves (LifeTec Group, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The aorta is modeled 

by a polyurethane tube (diameter of 25 mm, length of 45 cm and thickness of 0.1 mm) that 

features a branch mimicking the brachiocephalic arteries and a physiological coronary flow 

model. The latter is constituted by a collapsible tube, which is externally subjected to the 

ventricular pressure and, therefore, mimics the variable resistance of the myocardium [213]. 

The systemic and pulmonary impedances are modeled by adjustable four-element Windkessel 

models, positioned distal from the aorta and pulmonary valve, respectively. Atria are modeled 

with two compliance chambers that function as preloads for ventricular filling. 
 

 

FIGURE 6.1. The model-controlled mock circulation (upper left) and a schematic representation of it 

(lower right). Figure from Schampaert et al. [26]. 
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6.3 Redesign of the mock loop 

 General considerations 

As stated in the introduction, our purpose is to modify the existing hybrid 4-chamber closed-

loop setup in order to allow the execution of experiments with either passive or beating 

hearts. In practice, this means redesigning the setup to substitute the set of components that 

model the heart function (pumps, valves, ventricles and atria), with the real heart structure 

that will be used instead. 

To do so, the first mandatory step is the design of a standard interface that allows the 

easy connection of the main heart vessels to the mock circulation loop. Indeed, while for a 

purely hydraulic system the position and layout of the components is not restricted a priori, 

the use of an entire heart poses some challenges. In particular, the design of the connection 

should avoid any distortion or malpositioning of the heart vessels, and guarantee satisfying 

hemodynamic properties. The first requirement is intended to avoid oddities in both the 

vessels and the valves behavior, as distorted configurations of the vessels may induce valve 

malfunction. To avoid these issues, a reasonable approach would consist in trying to maintain 

as much as possible the physiological orientation and relative position of the heart vessels.  

Regarding the achievement of satisfying hemodynamics in the mock loop, key aspects in the 

design of the heart-loop connection would be providing short and flexible connections, and 

minimizing the hydraulic discontinuities that the fluid may encounter. The design of the 

interface between the heart and the afterload circuit was based on an anatomical study aimed 

at determining the orientation and relative position of the heart vessels, and will be described 

in detail in paragraph 6.3.3.  

The redesign of the loop also took into account the requirements that arise from the 

different working modalities the platform should be designed for, i.e. passive and beating 

heart. In particular, the latter case represents the most demanding situation, as the 

management of an isolated beating heart requires a more complex experimental procedure 

and entails additional requirements, such as blood oxygenation, optimal venting and 

possibility of switching between different working modes. For this reason, the ex vivo 

configuration was considered as the reference one for the design of the mock circulatory loop. 
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With respect to it, the passive-heart configuration will represent a simplified design scenario, 

where no Langendorff perfusion, or blood oxygenation, is needed. The two working modes are 

described in paragraph 6.3.4.  

The actual redesign of the setup, that is briefly described in paragraph 6.3.5, made use 

of the results of the anatomical campaign and tried to maintain the system as similar as 

possible to the existing one. This approach was intended to minimally alter the good hydraulic 

properties of the existing system and to ensure a good compatibility, interchangeability and 

modularity between the two rigs. A summary of the design requirements is reported in the 

following paragraph. 

 

 Design requirements 

In the light of the above mentioned considerations, the system will be designed in order to 

meet the following requirements: 

 Being able to host entire porcine hearts and enable the connection of their main 

afferent and efferent vessels, i.e. pulmonary veins, aorta, superior caval vein and 

pulmonary artery, with the mock circulatory loop. 

 Avoid any oddities or malfunctioning of both the heart vessels and the valves due to 

the connection to the mock loop. 

 Provide the heart with a full circulation loop that represents the systemic and 

pulmonary trees.  

 Recreate, in vitro, hemodynamic conditions that closely resemble the typical 

physiological waveforms and can be adjusted to simulate pathological scenarios. 

 Enable the use of passive hearts, actuated by piston pumps that dynamically 

pressurize the ventricles with either one of the two approaches that were presented in 

the previous Chapters.  

 Allow the performance of ex vivo experiments with isolated beating hearts. In 

particular, with this respect, the platform should: 

o Be able to use blood as working fluid, and guarantee its appropriate 

oxygenation and heating. 
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o Provide the possibility of easily switching between Langendorff perfusion and 

working-heart mode. 

o Enable an easy and effective venting of the heart and the loop, to avoid the 

presence of any air bubble and, therefore, reduce the risk of inducing ischemia. 

 Allow the study of cardiovascular devices, e.g. left ventricular assist devices, 

transcatheter valves, intra-aortic balloon pumps. 

 

 Anatomical study 

An anatomical investigation was performed on 7 swine hearts, in order to characterize the 

spatial orientation and relative position of the heart vessels and to accordingly design a 

standard connection between the heart and the mock loop.  

Before deepening into the details of the campaign, two anatomical differences existing 

between the human and the swine heart should be pointed out. Firstly, while  in the human 

right atrium the caval veins are almost aligned, in the porcine heart they enter the chamber at 

right angles [214]. Given this peculiar orientation, the inferior caval vein is typically ligated in 

the preparation of the hearts for ex vivo and in vitro experiments, and only the superior caval 

vein is used to fill the right atrium. Therefore, the orientation of the inferior caval vein was not 

assessed in the anatomical study.  

The second difference regards the left atrium; indeed, the porcine one receives only 2 

pulmonary veins, while in the human left atrium there are generally four orifices [214]. For 

the sake of ease, in the typical preparation of swine hearts the pulmonary veins are removed, 

allowing the insertion of a large cannula into the left atrium [8]. Consistently with this 

protocol, the pulmonary veins were also removed in the tested hearts, and the orientation of 

the resulting orifice in the left atrium was rather assessed.  

Given its orientation, which is approximately coaxial with the heart’s longitudinal axis, 

the aorta was taken as a reference to characterize the relative orientation and position of the 

other three anatomical elements (superior caval vein, pulmonary artery and left atrial orifice). 

The superior caval vein was assumed to be parallel to the aorta [214]. Figure 6.2 shows some 

representative pictures that were acquired during the anatomical study and a schematic 
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representation of the measurements that were performed on the images. Briefly, fresh hearts 

were harvested from a local abattoir and the main vessels were isolated. A go-no-go gauge 

was placed inside the aorta, and was fixed in vertical position with a laboratory clamp. Then, a 

second go-no-go gauge was sequentially inserted in each of the other vessels. For every vessel, 

pictures of the heart were acquired from the equivalent of the caudo-cranial view (Figure 6.2, 

A), antero-posterior view (Figure 6.2, B) and from the latero-lateral view (Figure 6.2, C).  
 

 

FIGURE 6.2. Anatomical study to assess the orientation and position of the heart anatomical elements, i.e. 

superior caval vein (SCV), pulmonary artery (PA), left atrial orifice (LAO) with respect to the aorta (AO). 

Top: representative pictures of the heart with the go-no-go gauge inserted in the aorta and in other vessels 

from the caudo-cranial (A), antero-posterior (B) and latero-lateral (C) view. Bottom: schematic 

exemplification showing how, from the images, the measures were made in the caudo-cranial (D), antero-

posterior (E) and latero-lateral (F) view. 

For every sample, the images were analyzed with ImageJ (National Institute of Health, 

Bethesda, Maryland, USA) to estimate the relative position (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) and orientation (Фzx, 

Фzy) of the heart anatomical elements with respect to the aorta. For every image, five 
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measurements were performed and averaged. Table 6.1 shows the results of the study, 

averaged over the tested hearts.  
 

TABLE 6.1. Results (mean ± SD) of the anatomical study performed. Aorta (AO), pulmonary artery (PA), 

left atrial orifice (LAO), superior caval vein (SCV). 

 Diameter [mm] ∆x [mm] ∆y [mm] ∆z [mm] Фzx [°] Фzy [°] 

AO 23.0 ± 1.4 - - - - - 

PA 21.2 ± 0.4 22 ± 5.3 19 ± 1.3 15 ± 7.1 41 ± 7.7 56 ± 5.7 

LAO 26.2 ± 1.3 40 ± 7.6 35 ± 13.8 29 ± 7.6 43 ± 5.5 34 ± 11.3 

SCV 22.2 ± 1.1 29 ± 2.6 22 ± 5.1 22 ± 6.1 0 0 

 

 

The data reported in Table 6.1 were used as input for the CAD design (Figure 6.3), in order to 

have a precise idea of the heart vessels orientation and redesign the setup accordingly.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.3. Left: CAD model showing the designed heart outflow conduits. The orientation was designed 

in order to match that of the heart anatomical elements. Right: the standardized interface to the 

circulatory loop that was designed accordingly. The aorta is shown in red, the superior caval vein in green, 

the pulmonary artery in yellow and the left atrial orifice is shown in blue.  
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 Working modes 

Figure 6.4 shows the schematic of the mock circulatory loop for the Langendorff perfusion 

(top) and the 4-chamber closed-loop working mode (bottom).  

Langendorff perfusion is typically used in ex vivo experiments to resuscitate the heart 

after the ischemic time [7,8,130], as well as to stabilize its function in case of any abnormality 

that the heart may exhibit during the working mode configuration, e.g. fibrillation, decrease in 

contractility, localized ischemia etc. In this configuration, the myocardium is perfused with 

either nutrient rich solutions or warm oxygenated blood by means of a centrifugal pump. 

Flow is provided in a reverse way in the aorta, thus causing the closure of the aortic valve and 

the perfusion of the coronary bed through the coronary ostia. The blood is then collected in 

the right atrium and is pumped by the right ventricle, through the pulmonary valve, to a 

reservoir. All the other vessels, i.e. pulmonary veins, superior caval vein and the aorta, are 

clamped.  

In the four-chamber working mode (Figure 6.4, bottom), blood is flowing through the 

right and the left heart as in the physiological circulation. Blood heating and oxygenation is 

achieved with an external loop connected to the pulmonary afterload. As Figure 6.4 should 

exemplify, the system is designed to allow for an easy switching between the Langendorff 

perfusion and the working mode simply by clamping/unclamping some circuital branches and 

closing the pulmonary afterload compliance chamber.  

In both configurations, to ensure proper thermo stasis, the whole afterload circuit is 

submerged into a bath, which is connected to an external heat exchanger. Furthermore, the 

blood volume in the circuit can be adjusted by means of roller pumps, which are connected to 

both afterloads. The roller pumps can also be used to recirculate the blood in the loop before 

the beginning of the experiment, so to avoid stagnation and precipitation of the particulated 

fraction.  
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FIGURE 6.4. Schematic of the mock circulatory loop in the Langendorff perfusion mode (top) and in the 4-

chamber closed-loop working mode (bottom). The heart is represented by the red box: mitral valve (MV), 

left ventricle (LV), aortic valve (AV), coronary resistance (Rcor), tricuspid valve (TV), right ventricle (RV), 

pulmonary valve (PV). The heart anatomical elements (LAO, AO, SCV, PA) are connected to the mock 

circulatory loop, which is submerged in a heated bath (light blue box). The red lines indicate the circuit in 

which the blood is flowing, while the black lines indicate the lines that are closed in this working mode.   
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 Design of the setup 

As already discussed, the design of the system was driven by the outcomes of the anatomical 

study (Table 6.1, Figure 6.3) and by the requirements listed in paragraph 6.3.2, trying not to 

alter the design solutions of the existing mock loop.  

Without lingering on details, the mock loop (Figure 6.5) was restructured so to allow 

the positioning of the heart in an open-thorax configuration. In this configuration, the aorta 

and the superior caval vein are heading out of the heart in parallel on the left, while the 

pulmonary artery and veins are  pointing to the right. The afterload circulatory loop was 

adapted accordingly, and both Windkessel modules were redesigned in compliance with the 

new heart-loop interface. Anyhow, the redesign did not alter the hydraulic properties of the 

afterloads’ components, i.e. the dimensioning of the resistances, compliances and inertances. 

According to the circuital schemes that are reported in Figure 6.4, accesses for the heating and 

oxygenation loop, as well as for blood recirculation and filling, were provided in the bottom of 

the Windkessel. Furthermore, the afterload modules were placed in a higher position with 

respect to the heart, leading to a mild inclination (about 5-10°) of the conduits that should 

facilitate the venting. Figure 6.6 shows a picture of the assembled setup.  

 

 

FIGURE 6.5. CAD model of the mock loop. 
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FIGURE 6.6. Picture of the setup. 

  

 

6.4 Current directions 

Preliminary assessments are currently being performed using passive hearts (Figure 6.7), to 

verify the proficiency of the developed system. The first experimental evidences 

demonstrated the efficacy of the developed heart-loop connection, which do not induce any 

oddity in the vessels and allow the preservation of their physiological orientation.  

Pilot experiments are also being performed to investigate the feasibility of the passive-

heart approach in which external cyclic pressurization is applied to the ventricular walls in a 

4-chamber working mode. With this respect, as discussed in Chapter 5, the main issue that is 

being addressed is represented by the different compliance of the right and left ventricles, 

which leads to substantial abnormalities in the actuation. Indeed, if not treated, the right 

ventricle impulsively collapses during systole, due to the pressure generated in the fluid-filled 

chamber and to its lower stiffness as compared to the left ventricle. This incorrect behaviour 

also leads to an altered distribution of the stroke volumes, as the left ventricular ejection 

starts after the collapse of the right ventricle. Therefore, the left heart generates lower cardiac 
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outputs as compared to the right one, with a relative ratio depending on the pump stroke 

volume. 

In order to solve this issues we are currently investigating the possibility of reducing 

the physiological compliance gap by stiffening the right ventricle with classical chemical 

fixation methodologies. In particular, we are considering the use of Glyoxal, a dialheid that in 

the last 20 years has become one of the most used alternative to formaldehyde as a 

histological fixative [215–217]. Indeed, Glyoxal’s main advantages as compared to other 

compounds, e.g. formaline, are the low inhalation risk and the faster reaction rate (around 1-3 

h). Preliminary tests, in which the right heart was treated with Glyoxal, showed encouraging 

results with selective stiffening of the right ventricle that was achieved after 3 hours. Dynamic 

experiments with direct ventricular actuation highlighted a fairly uniform compressibility of 

the right and left heart, although the hemodynamic results do not fall within the physiological 

range yet.  
 

  
 

FIGURE 6.7. Pictures of the developed 4-chamber mock loop during one of the experimental assessments 

with passive hearts.  
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7.1 Main findings 

Within the evolving context of surgical techniques and cardiovascular devices, calling for 

innovative and realistic assessment methodologies, the present work underlined the 

importance of in vitro platforms in which the modelling of the in vivo environment includes 

the heart anatomy and morphology. In particular, we investigated a promising approach that 

was substantially unexplored in literature, i.e. the development of mock circulatory loops for 

entire passive hearts. This thesis elucidated the potentiality and the relevance of such 

systems, that can be applied as multi-functional platforms for research, device-testing, 

visualization studies, and training purposes. Our findings demonstrated how passive-heart 

mock loops can provide valuable and cost-effective solutions for various needs and may fill 

the gap between classical in vitro simulators and ex vivo and animal models. Indeed, the 

developed platforms were capable of i) closely reproducing the physiologic hemodynamics, ii) 

allowing intracardiac endoscopy and multimodal imaging, iii) performing surgical and/or 

transcatheter procedures, iv) assessing cardiovascular devices and v) being used as training 

platforms.  

The first system was inspired by the work of Richards et al. [70]. In an episodic work 

that, to the best of our knowledge, didn’t give birth to any systematic application, Richards 

proposed a functioning principle consisting in the cyclic internal pressurization of the left 

ventricle by means of a piston pump connected to the heart apex. The design of our mock loop 

was aided by an ad-hoc defined lumped parameter model, that was used as a predictive tool 

and led to the achievement of hemodynamic conditions that closely mimicked the 

physiological ones. The system also showed excellent imaging capabilities, and good valve 

function. As a main drawback, the actuation methodology caused a paradoxical motion of the 

ventricular walls during the cardiac cycle, which, however, didn’t impair the mitral valve 

competence, and an altered fluid dynamic field inside the left ventricle.  

The passive-heart platform concept was shown to be perfectly suitable for performing 

realistic in vitro studies of TAVI applications. Our aim was to simulate in vitro the typical 

scenario in which TAVI procedures are performed in vivo, so to provide physicians with a 

multi-functional tool that could be used for both training and research purposes. To achieve 

this goal, the passive-heart system was optimized with improved design solutions, that led to 

the development of a simple, reliable and cost-effective system capable of closely simulating 
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the hemodynamic and anatomo-morphological in vivo environment. The system was 

successfully used to perform TAVI under fluoroscopic guidance and simultaneous intracardiac 

visualization in a catheterization lab. An in vitro model of aortic stenosis was also developed, 

assessed, and used in the simulated TAVI procedures to better mimic the pathological 

scenario.  

We then tackled the development of another passive-heart mock loop, that adopted a 

complementary working principle as compared to the first passive-heart setup in order to 

better simulate the physiological behaviour of the ventricles avoiding oddities in the ventricle 

wall motion. Indeed, this platform mimicked the pulsatile pumping function of the left heart 

through the cyclic external pressurization of the ventricular walls. The system was capable of 

reproducing physiologic hemodynamic conditions, and allowed for endoscopic imaging of the 

cardiac structures. Anyhow, differently from the former passive-heart approach, this 

actuation methodology induced mitral valve prolapse at high stroke volumes, due to the 

absence of papillary muscle contraction. The system was also used to perform a pilot study, in 

which the acute post-operative scenario after the implantation of a cf-LVAD was simulated, 

and the AV function for different levels of support was analysed. Our results were in line with 

clinical observations and previous studies, and the acquisition of high-speed video recordings 

of the aortic valve allowed deeper insights into the kinematic and morphological alterations 

that cf-LVAD may induce on the AV function.  

Finally, we described the first steps that have been made towards the development of 

a 4-chamber closed-loop mock loop for entire hearts, being either passive hearts actuated by 

model-controlled pumps, or isolated beating hearts. An existing hybrid 4-chamber system, 

developed at the TU/e, was redesigned to substitute the set of hydraulic components 

modelling the heart function with the real heart structure that will be used instead. Thus, an 

anatomical study was conducted to develop an interface allowing the connection of the main 

heart vessels to the mock circulatory loop preserving their physiologic configuration. The 

mock loop was then redesigned accordingly, also considering the requirements related to the 

performance of ex vivo experiments.  

Beyond the specific contribution of each Chapter, this thesis as a whole elucidates the 

importance of adopting a methodological approach for the design of cardiovascular in vitro 

platforms housing biological samples. More specifically, the development of all the different 

setups was based on quantitative and objective procedures aimed at optimizing the functional 
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interaction between the artificial and the biological components. Two examples of this 

methodology are the model-assisted design of the internally pressurized passive-heart 

platform and the anatomo-morphological study performed to standardize the heart-loop 

interface. In our view, the implementation of such a systematic approach for the design of in 

vitro platforms represents a critical step towards the attainment of functional and reliable 

models. 

 

 

7.2 Future directions 

Given the substantial novelty of the work presented in this thesis, the opportunities for 

developments are numerous and the future improvements should aim at reducing the gap 

existing between the proposed passive-heart systems, which were only developed to the stage 

of prototype systems, and the other state-of-the-art platforms, which nowadays are enjoying 

maturity. In particular, the simulation of the heart behaviour should be improved to provide a 

more solid alternative to ex vivo models, while implementing a model-controlled actuation in 

a four-chamber working mode would bridge the gap with hybrid in vitro mock loops. 

Regarding the actuation methodologies, two different and complementary solutions 

for the generation of the cardiac output were assessed. The internal pressurization of the 

ventricle induced a paradoxical ventricular behaviour, while the external driving of the 

ventricular walls provided for a better simulation of the heart function but caused mitral valve 

prolapse for high stroke volumes. An interesting evolution may consist in combining these 

two approaches, to achieve high cardiac outputs maintaining proper mitral valve function and 

a ventricular behaviour resembling the physiological one. In particular, the external actuation 

of the ventricular walls could be adopted to mimic the ventricular wall motion without 

requiring high stroke volumes, thanks to the direct contribution of the apical pump to the 

generation of the cardiac output. Furthermore, speculations could be made on the possibility 

of simulating the in vivo ventricular twisting and apex-base motion through a proper 

mechanical actuation.  

Concerning the simulation of the dynamic contractile behaviour of the heart, which is 

typically implemented in hybrid mock loops with a model-controlled actuation of the pumps, 
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the use of entire hearts poses some challenges. Indeed, differently from a purely hydraulic and 

rigid system in which the ventricular volumes are only determined by the position of the 

piston pumps, the heart is a compliant structure characterized by a non-linear pressure-

volume relation. Therefore, implementing a model-controlled actuation for passive-heart 

mock loops would require the adaptation of the existing models to account for the passive 

behaviour of the heart. Moreover, to overcome the issues deriving from the unavoidable 

biological variability, the design of a learning algorithm may be of significant importance.  

As already mentioned in Chapter 6, future improvements should also address the 

development of four-chamber closed-loop systems, to allow the study of many clinical issues 

and devices that involve relevant interactions between the left and the right circulation. With 

this respect, preliminary experiments focusing on the management of the different 

compliances of right and left heart are currently carried out, to verify the feasibility of the 

approach in which the ventricles are externally actuated. Nevertheless, the direct internal 

pressurization of the ventricle may represents a more easily achievable solution for such 

working mode, that will also be pursued in the near future.  

In conclusion, this thesis elucidated the role played by passive-heart mock circulatory 

loop in the broad panorama of the experimental platforms for cardiovascular research. Given 

the results of our research, we believe that in the near future passive-heart platforms may 

become the choice of election among the in vitro platforms for many applications, potentially 

reducing the need for ex vivo and animal models. Furthermore, they might represent an 

interesting option for physicians training and protocol optimization, owing to the tremendous 

awareness that the operator experiences when simulating surgical/interventional 

manoeuvres with these laboratory apparatuses.  
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